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REPORT NO. 128.

DIRECTION INSTRUMENTS.

PART I.

INCLINOMETERS AND BANKIW INDICATES. ‘

BYV?.S. FEMNmtxANDM. H. SYIILMAN.

INTRODUCTION.

This report is Section Iv of a series of reports on aeronautic instruments (Technical Reports
iNos. 125 to 132 inclusive) prepared by the Aeronautic Instruments section of the Bureau of
Standards under research authorizations formulated tmd recommended by the subcommittee
on aerodynamks and approved by the Nrational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Iduch
of the materiaI contained in this report was made available through the cooperation of the
War and Navy Departments.

SUMMARY.

This part points out the adequacy of a consideration ot the steady state of gyroscopic
motion as a basis for the discussion of displacements of a gyroscope mounted on an airpIane,
and develops the simpIe theory on this basis.

The principal Q-pas of gyroscopic indinometere and stabdizem are briefly described and
performance requirement stated. Experimental results are given for two of the spinning top
irdinometers investigated.

The various Iiquid and mechanical inclinometers are then described, inchding”new develop-
ments, and the chief characteristics to be determined by laboratory tests are discussed. .

Part I concIudes ‘mth a brief account of the possibilities offered by the earth inductor and
other methods for the me-ement of aircraft incIinat.ion without gyroscopes.

L PRNCIPLES OF GYROSCOPICINCLINOMETERS.

In the following discussion the normal position of the gyro axis is assumed to be ~erticd,
and the terms true zenith, pendulum smith; and gyro zenith refer respectively to the points on the
celestial sphere where the true vertical cuts the sphere, where a pendulum would cut the sphere,
and where the gyro axis cute the sphere.

The utiIity of the gyroscope as an inchnometer or stabilizer is due to the fact that a very
considerable torque must act on a spinning gyro for a considerable time to produce an appre-
ciable displacement of the gyro a.sis from its normal position.

. Proposition (tie steady stati) .—The effect of any torque on an &plane gyro maybe deter-
mined with sufficient. accuracy for al practical purposes without considering the delay in the
eatabkhment of the steady precession ccwresponding to the torque, or, in other words, by as-
suming that the gyro is at all times in what is cakd the steady state. This proposition is of
great importance, and it is valid chieffy because the precession is shays very S1OW,not because
the disturbing torques change sIowIy.

Rigfiting torque.—In every case, what we wilI cdl a “righting torque” must be provided for
to bring the gyro axis back to its normal direction after it has bees displaced therefrcum This
righting torque causes the gyro zenith to precess toward the pendulum zenith, and it is in general
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a definite functionl of the angle 4 between the gyro zenith and th~ pepdulum zenith. Under
these conditions the ‘(righting torque” carries the gym zenith away from the true zenith while
the pendulum zenith is displaced during, a bank, Righting torque is due to pivot friction in
the case of the simple spinning top, and in the case of t~e gyro which is supported by and driven
through a umveraal joint the righting torque is due in part to the rocking friction in the cross-
pins of the universrd joint and in part to the driving torque.

Qravity tmque.—lf%en the center of mla~ of the gyro is not coincident with the point of
support, the force of gravity produces a torque action on the gyro when the gyro axis is inclined.
This torque is neglected in the following discussion because the following discussion applies to a
gyro which is always very nearly balanced and of which the fixis of spin is dwfiys wry ncnr]y .
vertical,

Ybrque due to horizontal“aixelerationof the airplane. Lknti-ifugal.torqw.–Fhen b center
of mass of the gyro is above or below the point of support the inertia reaction of tlm supported
gyro causes a torque action about a horizontal axis when the airplane has a horizontal accelera-
tion, and the expression for this torque action is well known.

Error of gyro zenith developed 6y the righting torque.—While the airplane is performing any
uwueuvsr the penduhun zenith describm a definite path on the celestial sphere and the righting
torque causes the gyro zenith to foIlow the pendulum zenith in a curve of pursuit; that is to say,
the gyro zenith is being carried toward the pendulum zenith at each instant by th righting
torque at a rate which is easily expressed in terms of the righting torque and tho angular momen-
tum of the gyro. Therefore, if the righting @que is a known function of the angle @bctwwm the
gym zenith and the penduhun zenith, it is evidentIy possible to calculate the movement of tho
gyro zenith during any specified movement of the pendulum zenith, using step-by-step in@ra-
tlon. The following very simple case, however, covers the ground sufficiently for most practicfii
purposes:

The gyro zenith G may be assumed to be tdways very near the truo zenith Z M shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. Then while the airplane is banking through any fraction of a circle, th pm-

dulum zenith ~ will dqwribe the same fraction of a circlo PI”

r

/
P (a small circle on the celestial sphere) whose angular radius+ isI

/ the angular displacement of the pendulum duo to centrifugal

/@ action in the banking airpkme, and tha gyro zenith G will
f describe approximately the same fraction GG’ of a much smnller
f’ circle. In thiiistaternent the rate of precession p of the gyro is

-4

& ‘p
pt .___!?__ assumed to be constant, because @ is sensibly constant and

ZX7G consequently the righting torque which produces ~ is constmt.
Fm.L-Effed or rightkigtorque& & lt is evident, therefore, that the maximum displacement of tha

PIacfwWTOzenfth. gyro zenith by the righting torque during bank&C will be
produced by a half-circle bank, in which case PP’ and W’ are semicircles as indicated in
Fig. 2.

To calculate the displacement (7G’ of the gyro-ienith which is phduccd by the righting
torque during a half-circle bank of the airplane in a circle of radius R at velocity J7, WOmust

know, b~ ted, the vahe of the righting torque which corresponds to the angle@= tan” .]~~ -
.

()
Let us represent this torque by T. Then the rate of precession p in F%. 2 is p =T/uK, whro
UK is the angular momentum of the spinning gyro. .&fultiplying p by the time of a half-circlo
bank, namely, mR/ V, we get the length of the semicircle GG’ in radians, and multiplying this
by 2/7rwe get the arc G(7 in radians. Therefore “.

Displacement of gyro zenith by righting torque during a half-circle bank = GGf = ~~,

This calculation can be easily modified so as to give the displacement GG’ in Fig, 1 due to
bank in any fraction of a circle.

.,. . .
IIntheGraygyrotherfghtfngtorquecanbereducedtor.eroatanytfm~whateverthevalueof#maybe,andtothisextanttha rfghtlngtoraum

. :T5Z

[ntheGraygyToh nota dellnftefunctionof#.
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U must be remembered that the above equation is an approximate equation and is true”
only when the displacemard GG’ is small. In particular G(Y does not increase indefinitely
with R as the equation would seem to indicate. In fact, if we assume the righting torque to
remain finite when + is very small, the gyro zenith would catch up and remain coincident with
the pendulum zenith if the radius of the banking circle is so large ‘
that the speed of the pendulum zenith a~o~ the semicircle PP’ is 7P

less than the speed of the gyro zenith p.
1I

In many cases the righting torque is pretty nearly independ-’
!
;

ent of +, as, for emrnpIe, in the gyro which” is supported and /@
driven by a unkersal joint. In such. a case the rate of travel p is
nearly independent of + and the maximum displacement GG’ in !1
Fig. .2 depends only on the time required for the semicircular bank
and is proportional thereto.

Error of gyro zeniih deueloped by centrifugal torque.-H.ere
again the gyro zenith travels in a kind of curve of ~uit
as the pendulum zenith describes a curve on the celestial sphere,
but with this difference, namely, that G traveIs at each instant
in a direction at right angles to the Iine QP (see Fig. 3). In
this case also the total displacement of the gyro zenith dur-
ing any prescribed maneuver could be found by step-wise inte-
gration, but the following very simple case covers the ground . ‘w&a;–@%~@~&~~~t Of

sui%ciently for most practical purposes.
During a half-cirole bank of the airphine tha pendulum zenith trties the seinicircle PP’

(Fig. 3), whose radius is the banking ugle $. To calculate the displacement QG’ of the gyro

zenith in Fig. 3, we caIculate the wdue of the centrifu=gyd torque, nameIy $.nm, where P is

the veIocity of the airplane, R is the radius of the bm~~ circle, m is the mass of the gyro
and stabilized structure and x is the dis-
ttmce of the center of mass of gyro and sta-
bikmdstructure above or below the point of
support. When gyro and stabilized struc-
ture are mounted separately and linked
togethar this torque is the algebraic sum of
the centrifugal tarques exerted on them
individually. Dividing this torque by wK
we get the rate of precession p; multiply p
by the time of the half-circle bank we get
the length of the semicircle GG’ in radhms;
“ind multiplying this by 2/r we get the

FIti.3.—EfMctOf centrifugal torque. di~meter (X?’ in radians. Therefore,

Displacement of gyro axis by centrifugal torque during a half-circle bank = GG’ = %

This calculation can be easiIy moditled so as to give the diaplacement of the gyro axis by
centrifugal torque during a bank in any fraction of a circle.

It is to be noted that the displacement of gyro zenith by righting torque during a h&-
circle bank is ahva~ in the direction in which the ai.@lane travels before the bank, as may be
seen from Fig. 2; whereas the displacement of the gyro zenith by centrifugal torque during a
half-circle bmk is to right or Hit with reference to direction of trawl of the airplane before the
bank. Fig. 3 shows the displacement to the right. The displacement of 50 zenith by the
combined action of righting torque and centrifugal torque is to be found by superposition, and
it is numerically equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the separate displacements.

The displacement of gyro zenith at starting of an airplane is very similar t displacement
by centrifugal action. 1’It maybe either to right or left with reference to the p. ot.
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Proposition (8tubditv of gyro zenith).—Leaving out of account., for the moment, the effects
of centrifugal torque and the effects of the earth’s rottit,ion, it may be stated that the utmost
degree of stability (fixity) of gyro zenith depends solely upon smallness of righting torque
(smallness of speed of pursuit p in Figs. I and 2). .The slower the SPCOdof pursuit th~ lws
the gyro zenith will ever depart from the mean position of the pendulum zenith.

Therefore. the design of a gyro to give a fied zenith to any desired degree of nccuracy de-
pends upon the reduction of centrifugal torque, and it is bound up with the question of the
rotation of the earth, and the latter, only, is serious because tho centrifugal hxquc can bc prac-
tically eliminated by careful balancing of the gyro and stabilized structure.

InJlu8nceof earth’8 rotu.twn.—The true zenith tra-vels to the cast at 45° North latitu& at a
speed of about 10° per hour, and a staMe-zenith gyro must follow the true zenith with ncgligihlc
]ag,

Ordinarily the &htiug torque is the only thing available for carryiig the gyro zenith for-
ward with the true zenith, and, if the righting t?rque is a vanishing function of @ (becoming
zero when the angle @is zero) we face a dilemma, either (a) enough lag must be allowed to de-
velop to give a righting torque sufEcient to carry the gyro zenith forward at a speed of 10° per
hour, or (b) the righting torque corresponding to a very small value of@ must ha large enough
to carry the gyro With forward, In the first case a very large zenith error will soon develop
due to the earth’s rotation, and in the latter case very large displacements of gyro zenith will
be produced by the righting torque during a maneuver of the airplane (see Figs. 1 and 2).
Under conceivable conditions the Iag error under case a might be sufficiently constant to be
allowed for as a correction; but, in the second case, no alIowance correction would ?m possible
because irregular flight is unavoidable. This dilenqna does not arise in the case of the gyro
which is supported upon and driven by a universal joint if the gyro is mountedon a nonowiZlaii~
basebecause the righting tmque of this gyro is not a vanishing function of 4, ml bccauso the
nearIy constant value of the righting torque in this gyro may be sufficient to carry the gyro
zenith forward 10° per hour and yet be andl enough to disphme gyro zenith ordy a small fract ion
of a degree in a short-radius bank. This valuable characteristic of this gyro disappears, how-
ever, when it is mounted on an oscillating base as it must be on an airplane or on board ship.
Therefore in practice we must ales@ ii gyro so that its lag behind the earth’s rotation wilI ho
constant, or we must compensate for the earth’s rotation, and the former is undoubtedly
impracticable.

Compensationfor the eUdjb’8rotution.—To corupenmto for Lho earth’s rotation is to provido
a constant torque which acti on fia tio about an cast-west axis, and thus carries t.ho gyro
zenith eastward (by precession) at a constant anguItu_speed, -with arrangements for adjusting
this tarque or altering the speed of revolution of the gyro. This adjustnmnt is nocossmy not
only to adapt the compemation for a given latitude but ak.o to change the compensation fur
change of latitude. To provide for a torque about an east-west wis means, of course, a compass
of some kind to deihe the east-wwt direction.

Very simple considerations lead to the conclusion that no sin@ combination of gyros can
be devised which will hhemtly compensate for the earth’s rotation, for, in tho first place, any
gyro or combination of gyros must have a very considerable resultant an=wlar momentum if tho
gyro or system of gyros is to be diapIaced to a negligible extent by unavoidable disturbing
torques, and in the second place a gym or system of gyros with a large resultant an@ar momen-
tum must be acted on by m outside torque about an cast-west axis to make the momontum
axis follow the pluryb line.

liand-cotiroW cmnpensation.-If a gyro st~bilizer is to be used for bomb sights on fi Iarge
airp~ane one of the crew could} du@ the major part of the journey to tho objective, dovota
himself to a.hand-controued compensator for tie gym stabilizer, and bo relieved for othor duty
very shortly before the bomb dropping is to be done. It is very easy to provido a torquo of the
correct ~due by hq$ng a we~ht on an mm attached h the stabtied structure so as to give
the desiwd gravity torque, and the helper could watch a good maegnetic compass and keep this
arm north or south. If the arm could bo thus held so that its mean position is within 10 of
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geographical north or south, then about 59/60 of the effect of the earth’s rotation would be
compensated. It might seem that under the specified conditions alI but about 1/5000 of the
effect of the earth’s rotation would be compensated, but the lack of c-ompIete compensation
wouId show itdf as a northwtird or southward diaphmnmnt of the gyro zenith.

Automatic compensation.-on board a ship which is equipped with a gyro master-compass
the turning of the above-mentioned arm could be done automatiwJIy.

Diqkcenwnt of gyro zenith due to rolling and pitching odlatwns of tlieairplane.-b approxi-
Imate calculation of these displacemata is m.ry easy and, no doubt, suihciently accurate for aI1
practicaI purpos~ inasmuch m this c@cuIation would be always made to show that these dis-
placements would be negligible

Of course roILing and pitch@ oadations involve certain amounts of fore-and-dt and
athwartship accelerations, and therefore lead to disturbing torques when tie center of mass of
the stabilized structure is above or below the point of support. The effects of these torques are,
however, negligible if the stabilized structure has been balanced with moderate care.

The chief displacement of the gyro zenith due to pitching or rohg osculations is that
which growa out of the right~m tarque, and a very rough but redly adequate calculation of thk
diaplacemknt may be made as in the folIowing example. Suppose that the half-period of the
ding oscillations is t seconds, and that the half-ampLitude is a“. Gowing the 7aIue of the
righting torque for @= a0, we may assume that this value of right@ torque acts constantly but
in reverse directions during successive haIf-oscillations. Then the range of the to and fro
movement (athwartship) of the gyro zenith must be leas than the product pt, where p is the
precession rate corresponding t-c the abov~mentioned value of righting tarque.

2. BEHAVIOROF A SPINNING 7!OP ON AN AIRPLANE.
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On account of the popularity of the spinning top inclinometer with the French&r Service,
the question of its adoption for American production came up and M to a detailed study of the
behavior of a sp~~ top in an airplane.

The complete formulation of the motion of a spinning top on an airplane is complicated by -.

two eflects which are ordinarily negIigibIe, as follows:
1. When a force acts on a body the acceleration which corresponds to the force begins

—
--

sirmdtaneously with the force without any time Iag, and when the force ceases the aoc.deration
ceases. There is no momentum effect associated with trandatm-y acceleration. On the other
hand, when a torque acts on a spinning tap or gyro, axis of torque not ptmdlel to axis of already
existing spin, the mgdar acceleration which is produced shows itseIf as a precession, there is a
certain amount of angglar momentum associated with this prection, and therefore some time
is ‘required for a precession h be established after a torque begins to act, and a preceasio”n does
not cease instantly when the torque ceases. This lag effect is neglected in the foIlowing dis-
cussion. Mter the precession corresponding to a given torque is fully established we have
what is called steady gyroscopic motion, and to neglect the above lag effect is to assume that the
motion of the gyroscope or tap is ahyays in a steady state.

Z. A spinning tap vrbich is inclined is nonsymmetrical with respect to the verticaI axis of
precession, and the precessional motion deveIops what maybe thought of as a torque reaction
which very greatIy complicates the equations of motion of a processing top. This effect is

neglected in the following diamssion.
As a matter of fact effects 1 and 2 are negligibly smaII when the rate of precession is -rery

slow, and the precession of any weH-baIanced gyro or top is aIways -rery slow. :
Other approximations are used in the folIovzing discussion but they refer so perticuIarlT

to the arrangement of the spinning top that they are best =pIained after the arrangement of
the tap and the details of our notation are specified.

Figure 4 is a top view of the cup jewel showing the pivot of the top, and the vector u
represents, accmding to the usual conventions, the angular -relocity of the top.

Figure 5 is a side view of the cup jewel and pivot as seen by looking in the direction of the
arrow A in figure 4.

.—
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Figure 6 is a side view of the cup jewel and pivot M seen by looking in thg direction of tbo
arrow B in figure 4.

The vertex P of the cup jewel is the lowwt po~ht in tho cup with rcspecl h the penduhun
vertical.

iYotdion.-The top zenith is the point where the axis of the spinning top cuts the celestial
sphere.

FIG.4.–TopviewofCUPjewel.

I

\

(.4) i
.g..-”l

..

A fpendulmverticol

FIG.S.--sideY1OW-1OOMIUaIMW.4of IYgwo 4,

The penduhn zemlfi is the point where a mm-oscillating pendulum rnountwl on tho uir
plane would cut the celestial sphere.

~= angle between pendulum zenith and top zenith.
6= angle whoso tangent is equal h P, where K is the coefilcient of sliding friction bctwww

top pivot and cup jewel.
r= radius of the spherical end of the top pi~ot.

m=mass of the top.
#

K=rnoment of inertia of the top.
a = speed of top in radians per second. . .
g= acceleration of gravity.
a= horizonal acceleration of the airplane. .

G=4~
3. Occasionally the spherical end of the pivot of the spinning top rolls round and round

1u t Cet7!er of curwture
,’i of cup jewel

n /!
,’ I
I i.-Pendulum

B:
....

t) ~rnGsin~

vertico)

in the jewel cup and carries the centw of mm of
the tqp rapidly around a small circular ptith but
this condition seems to be “abnormal-it OCCUH
when the top is suddcm]y disturbed, an(l it. Imts
for a short time only. This motion is thcrcforo
negligible; or, ~t. an~ rate, it is ncgloctcd in this
disc~ion.

4. The pivot of the inclined top rolls sidcwiae
in the cup jewel until the down-hill romponmt
mG sin fl in figure 6 is balanced by b up-hill fric-
tional force pmG cos f?. This relation involves hvo
approximations, namely, (a) The cen tcr of nmss
of the top travels very slowly in a very small
path so that the acceleration of the ccnler of mass
of the top relative to the cup jewel is negligilh

and therefore the forces which act on the top are ~alanced. The horizontal aceclera~io-n of
the airplane is not neglected in this statement ‘because everything is referred to the pmxhdum
vertical; and (b) the slow-speed sIiding of the pivot in the cup jewel due to the slow motion
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of the pivot in the cup as the top preceses is negligible in comparison with the high+peed
sliding m sin,@ which is due to the spinning motion of the top.

Righting forgue.-l!he tro eqhal and opposite forces mQ sin 13and pmG cos pin figure 0
constitute a pure torque whose value is pm!% cm p and whose component at right angles to
the axis of spin of the top is pm(% cos ~ cos +. This is the r&hting torque which causes the top
zenith to move towsmls the pendulum zenith. The due of the righting torque is given with
sticient accuracy for most purposea by tak@ G = g, cos 13=1 and cos p= 1 which gi-rm the
value Pmgr for the righting torque.

Motion of fop zenith aue to righting kmpJe.-This motion may be calculated for any given
maneuver of the tiirplane, or the &spIacement of the top zeni@ during any fraction of a circular
bank of the airphme can be calculated as explained in section 1 (Principles of Gyroscopic
Indinorneters).

. Motion of top zenith due to centrifugal toFqu.—z—‘i’$lhenthe center of mass of the top is above
or below its point of support a horizontal acceleration of the airplane causes a torque action on
the top and this torque actiori is cdIed centrifugal torque in section 1. The motion of the top
zenith due to centrifugal torque can be calculated for any given maneu~er of the airplane, or
the displacement of the top zenith during any fraction of a. circular bank of the” airplane can be
calculated as explained in section 1 of this paper.

3. DESCMP’HON OF SPE~C INS~lJMENTS.

SPINNINGTOPS.

Garnier.-@e d the best known spinning tops is a French type, the Gamier, shown in
figure 7. This consists of an air-dri~en.rotor, weight about half a pound, spinning with its

!

...-. .. . . .

i
i

} -2 -. .. . — __ ___ ._...—_-:_. ●

FIQ.7.-O.unters@nningtop.

steel Pivot in a hemispherical steel cup. The casing is covered by a glass dome graduated in
zones-and great circle; to show angles ‘mIat ive to the -rerticaI. .- white spot on the top of the
spiw31e, made self-luminous for observations at night, ccnistitutes the indicating eIemen~ and
mows about just underneath the surface of the cunvex dome. This top is driren by air jeti Eke
a turbine, hav~m the appropriate blades in the form of grooves on the rotor. The air jets are
actuated by suction inside the case generated by a Venturi tube mou@ed outside the fuselage
in the air stremn.

A chamctaristic source of error in this design is the disturbing torque produced by the air
jets whenever the axis of rotation is dispIaced from the axis of symmetry of the casing.

Hebrard.—This instrument, also of French construction, is somewhat- sirdar to the Gamier,
but Iarger, more stibshmtially constructed, having a sIightly greater rtmge of angular deflection,
and driven in a different manner. Instead of havingg an air-drive, the Hebrard instrument is

-
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mechanically driven through a universal joint @ the bot~om of tha casing by means of a flexiblo
shaft connected to an air propeller outside of the fuselage. The connection between this univcrsal
joint and the rotor itself is made .thrcmgh a ratchet, which permits the top to spin even if the
propeller should stop. The antivibration mountings of the two instruments me also different,
the Hebrard mounting consisting of three rubber disks, clearly shown in figure 8.

Construction and performance constants for the Hebrard top are given below in section 5
(experimental results).

(Mm top ci!.welapmentx.—Two ‘modifications of “the spinning top suggested by ono of the
authors in the course of this work were, first, what may be termed a breathing top, and, second,
a top spinning in hydrogen at extremely low prassurq

The breathing top is “a hollow top mounted on a pivot in a glass casing, Thc air pressure
in this casing is subjected b periodic increase and decrease, an inlet valve admits air to the interior
of the top when the pressure increases, and the air thus entrapped escapes through a series of
nozzks and drives the top by reaction.

The idea of the hydrogen top was to provide so small a resisting torque as to enable the top
to run for several hours after being started at the beginning of a flight. This would havo the

FIO.K—HebrardspWngLop.

advantage that the driving apparatus would not be avaiIalde to the enemy in the event of a crash,
and ako that it would simplify the apparatus needed on the airphmc. Laboratory data on tho
experimental model of this type will be found in the section on exper”imenhd results.

IlWLINO~13TllRSWITHPENDULQUS.GYl10SCOPS9.

Sperry inclinometer.—The possibilities of a single gyrostat supported in gimbals, with its
axis vertical, driven by three-phase current through flexible leads and slip rings, ham been
deveIoped by the Sperry Gyroscupe W,, and modifications of this arrangement have also been
constructed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment. Such inclinometers are satisfactory for
steady flight, but subject to disturbances from acceleration, since the center of gravity must bc
placed below the point of support in order to utilize gravity for the righting tque. This dis-
turbance is, however, far less than in the case of an ordinary pendulum, hence the utility of the
instrument. In this type of gyroscope the gravity torque is not in itself a righting twrquo, but ““
it produces precession md thereby causes the gimbal axes to rock and the friction which opposes
this rocking motion is ,a righting torque.

Multiple gyToinstru??wn.ts.—Undoubtedly the best known example of ~his type is .to bc found
in the Sperry automatic pilot, with its foti gyro units. A self-recording inclinometcrl known as
the Bureau of Standards stabIe zenith, was developed by Prof. J. 1?. I.@ford and Dr. L. J.
Biiggs for use in f~ee flight t@s by the National Advisory Committee for Aerormu’tics; this is
briefly described in the annual report of the Directir of the Bureau of Standards for 191? (p.
128) as a two-gyro combination. The use of coupled gyros for stabilization has bwm discussed
by one of the present authors in a paper on Gyroscopic Oscillations (Phys. RQV.34:48-52,101 2).

,
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m“cLlxoMm!mlsWITHNEUTRALGYROSCOPES.
.

The possibilities of the neutraI or free gym have never been fully utilized in practice because
of mechanical MTiculties. A neutral gyro uninfluenced by “external force, vrotid maintain its
axis of rotation flxti in space. TWO titruments in vrhich this principIe has been sufEciently
reaIized for temporary observations n;e the Norton recording stunt indicator and the Duff-
Hyde stabilizer.

Lh@Hyde.-The stabilizer (or inclinometer] developed by Prof. A. W. Duff and IXeut.
W. A. Hyde’ is shown in @ure 9. It is a short period gravity pendulum, combined with an
independently supported gyrostat. The mcillations of the pendulum are damped by air dash-
pots~ and th~ pis-~ns of these dashpots serve for the coupIing
gyroscope. The pendulum part is mounted on gimbals, so
as to be free to move about “two horizontal axes aa and bb
at right ar@s. The gyro itself is of the Sperry A. ~. motor
type. It is mounted above the pendulum -with its axis ver-
tical, and on gimbals haivhg two horizontal axes of rotation
respectively parallel to aa and bb. Foui dash pots and their
pistons form Ihks between the pendulum and the gyro. The.
mechanical connections are made b~ h@ed joints. -Now the
axis of the spinning gyro tends to remain fixed in space and
so furnishes a comparatively stationary position for the dash-
pot pistons. !l%e~effect of this device is to damp the quick
osdlations of the pendulum, but to permit slow movements
without much hindrance} thus enabIing the pendulum to main-
tsin the -rertic.al. The stable zenith of this instrument is
through the pendulum itself.

.170rkm.-The recording inclinometer or stunt indicator
under development by F. H. h’orton, of the h’ational Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, difTers from ordinary gimbil in-
struments in that no obstacle is encountered when a comp~ete
rotation takes pIttce, as in Ioophg the loop. In other instru-

“ ments when two of the axes become coincident, the instrument

betweeu the pendulum and the

-.

FIG.9.—DuR-HYdestsbIltzer.

10SSSits freedom, it is then locked and no longer able to rotate about the third axis. The Norton
gyro is wholly incased inside of a spherical sheII. This shelI is gripped hetwee,n four roIIers, sym-
metrically placed at the corners of a reguIar tetrahedron. Th~ are like phnimeter~heels in that

.-

they record the motion in one direction, -ivhiIe slipping fredy at right angIes. These wheels in
turn are geared ta the dials after the fashion of a polar planimeter, so as to show at a glance the

-.—

tokd components of rotation of the aircraft about the respective three axes.
.ti instrument developed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment, for use in aircraftstability -—

inyestigatio~, has aume-what the same purpose, but I=ords angular velocity titead of qgm
displacement. The principle of operation of the Royal Aircraft Establisbrnent instrument is
sircdar to that of a gyro turn indicator.

STAEILIZEIWFORSO.MSINGAN=PHOTOGMPHY.

Two further instruments particuhdy designed as stabilizers are the Gray and Lucian in-
struments; each carries a single gyro unit of the pendulous type, and in each the audiary
device for producing a righting torque is unique. Attention may here be called to Report NQ.
131, in which is given a more detailed account of a proposed type of stabilizer with a particuhmly

—

. simpIe erecting devio+namely, the friction of a unived joint, upon which the gyro is sup-
—

—
~Atiatlonand.lSrCraftWun.,1:322,1920.

..—
.
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.

ported, and through which it is driven, Such stabilizers may prove useful for a variety of pur-
poses, including not only bomb sighting and photography, but the control of a double-pivot
compass so as to ehninate the northerly turning error; the furnishing of an artificial horizon fm
sextant observations; and the mounting of dynamical type ground speed on distance indicators,
which have to be held horizontal,

Gray.-The stabilizer developed by Dr. J. G. Giiy in Scotland obtains its rcstorin~ torque -
by the displacement of a number of balls which are slowly rolled around a horizontrd plate by
means of a pair of rotating crossbars. When this plate is inclined, a restoring torque of the de-
sired direction is produced on the vertical spinning gyro which is rigidly attached to iho hori-
zontal plate. This ingenious arrangement is eflectiye because of the fact that the btill @guided
into a sidewise displacement by the rotating arms instead of rolling directly forward when the
airplane pitches downward. Also the rmtoring forces may be easily mado inoperative at will
so as to preserve the position of the gyroscope during a rapid bank,

Lucian.-’Me stabilizer developed by Dr. A. N. Lucian s utilizes electromagnetic action for
the production of a suitable righting torque. This torque is brought into play when either of
two simple pendulums, of short period, is displaced so as to make an electric contact.. These
pendulums swing about the gimbal axes of thq gyro, one in a fore-and-aft phme, the other transv-
ersely, The entire construction of this outfit is comparatively light, as stabilizers go.

4. TE,STINGOF ANY PROPOSED TYPE OF GYRO INCLINOMETER OR STABILIZER.

The only thing that need be said here concerning the driving mechanism is that it is necessary
to determine whether this mechanism exerts any torque on the gyro about an mis at right
angles to the axis of spin, and if so how much. For example, the gyro which is supported OH
and driven through a univemal joint has such a torque exerted on it.

Moment of inertia and normal running speed of gyro must be. determined.
Mass and location of center of mass of gyro and stabilized structure must be determined fur

the purpose of calculating what is above ctdled the gravity torque and for calculating torque
action due .to horizontal acceleration.

The, most important thing to determine is the experimenta~ functiomd relat.ion between
righting torque and angle @ betwckin gyro zenith and pendulum zenith. This dctwrnination
can be easily made by observing” the rate p at which the gyro zenith approaches the pendulum
zenith for various “vahes of +, speed of gyro and moment of inertia of gyro being known.
This test wouId of course be made in the laboratory and the pendulum zenith would coincide
with the true zenith. In this test the gyro zenith should be displaced northwards or south,
wards of the true zenith SQas to eliminate the influence of the earth’s rotation.

A separate test of the amount of lag of gyro zenith due to the earth’s rotation might be
advisable, although this can be calculated from the above dutti.

The most important calculations from these test datti would be:
(a) Displacement of gyro zenith due to a half-circle bank of the airplane, using several

airplane velocities and several radii of banking circle. *

(b) Displacement of gyro zenith due to centrifugal action on unbahmccd stabilized structure
during a half-circle bank at various airplane speeds. This displacement is independent of tho
radius of the banking circle.

(c) Lag of gyro zenith due to earth’s rotation at a chosen latitude tmd for a spccificd
amplitude and frequency of east-west oscillation of the pendulum zenith. In gcnend this will
require tedious step-by-step integration using a t~rbulated set of v@e.s of righting torque fit
short intervals during one oscillation of the pendulum zenith..

(d) Upper limit of possible displacement of gyr9 zenith during a prescribed rolling or pitching ‘
oscillation of the airplane.

Various other simple testa such as time required to bring gyro up to normal speed, time for
gyro to.come to rest when driving torque ceases, till suggest themselves to anyone.

~C,E.Mendenhall:Journ.FranklinIn8t.191:p.S6. Anm-jettypeIsaLwreferredtohere.
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5. =~l~l~fi RESULTS.

Consbu.ckionand Perjormunce Corkants of the Eebrard Top.—Mass= 596 grams; moment of
inertia II= 76S0 gr.-cm 2; pivot of hardened steeI, srdl radius r= 0.08 cm.; distance of
center of mass below point of support, x}= 01052 cm. Cup jewel of hardened steal, radius of
curvature O.41 centimeter. Staff of top” 6.8 centimeter long, disk on end of staff 0.9 centimeter
diameter. Inclination of staff with respect to casing can be read to about 1“.

When tried out on an airplane (Curtis J. X.) the behavior of the top was quite satisfactory
for banking angles of less than 30°, but the driving mechanism is very bumpy when the casing
is incIined 30° or more with respect to the top.

The top came to rW in 13 minutes from 1,000 revolutions per minute when the driving
torque ceased. At 1,500 revolutions per minute the top rose from 20° inclination to 10U incli-
nation in 35 seconds; calculated time 30 seconds; this test was made in the Laboratory.

(1) Error developed in 15 seconds by horizontal component of driving torque when casing
is incIined 20° (in the laboratory) was about 2°.

(21 Calculated error due to pi-rot friction alone, when V, the speed of the airplane= 36
meters per second, and R, the radius of the turn= 500 meters, with top running 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute, is 4.7°.

(3) Calculated error due to horizontal acceleration alone, when V= 36 meters per second,
R= 500 meters, and speed of top= 1,500 revolutions per minute, is 2.7°.

[.4} Calculated error due to horizontal component of driving torque tdone, -when V= 36
meters per second, R= 500 meters and speed of top= 1,500 revolutions per minute, is 0.9°.

(5) Calculated error due to combined action of pivot friction, centrifugal force and hori-
zontal component of the driving torque T when J’= 36 meters per second, R = 500 metem and
speed of top= 1,500 revolutions per minute, is 6.2°.

[,6J Calculated value of constant error of staff of top due to rotation of the earth is 0.12° at
45= N. latitu(Ie, when speed of top is 1,500 revolutions per minute.

Data for hydrogen top.—Taking the mass of the top 100 grams, diameter 6 centimeters,
thickness of rotor ~t edge 1 centimeter, the radius of gyration will be 2 centimeters and the
moment of inertia 400 centimeter-gram-second units. These data apply to the top constructed
at the Bureau of Standards by W. F. Cordero.

T~ts made on the fist model of this type, as-acturdly constructed, showed that it would
run about one hour in hydrogen at 2 or 3 rnilhmete~ pmsmn-e, while dropping its speed from
3,000 to 500 rcrrolutions per minute.

6. DESCRIPTION OF LIQUID ANIl PENDULIIM INCLINOM.EIXRS.

For practicality steady flight, free from acceleration, instrument constructed so as to show
the direction of the apparent gravitatiogd fieId are satisfactory and have been used with good
results in performance testing of aircraf ~ Such instruments, of course, can not take the place
of gyroscopic inclinometers for absobte measurement -when accelerations are present. ~ for-
ward acceleration equal to gravity, which is not uncommon, throws the direction of apparent
gravitational force 45° toward the rear. Inclinometers constructed on the liquid or pendulum
principle vriLl, of course, respond to this change of direction almost instantly, and this effect
is indistinggble from a true inclination of 45°.

Fore-an&zfl inclinometers, French type8.—The princip@ type of Iiquid fore-and-aft inclinom-
eter is triangular in shape, as shown by figure 10, and has been extensively deveIoped by the
French. The principle involved is simple enough: The liquid seeks its proper Ievel, so when
the airpIane dirnbs the liquid recedes down the front part of the triangular circuit, allowing
the menisc~ to rise along the rear part of the circuit to which a @aduated scaIe ia attached.
The commercial form is not over 10 inches on each side. It ia understood that Capt. Toussaint
has developed Q special form of this instrument in which the triangular circuit extends back a

long distunce through the fusekge.of the airplane in order to secure extreme~y high sensitivity.
Dre.rkr.-A liquid fore-rind-aft indicator of the trkngular type forms a part of the Drexler

combination inclinometer and gyro indicator described in Part IIr of this report.

.
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Ri.e7cer.-Thia is an American-made instrument quite similar to the French
and-aft inclinometer.

type9 of fore-

~ati.onu.l Advi.soy Committeefor Aeronautics.—A liquid fore-and-af~ inclinomekw of excep-
tionally open scrde was developed by Edward P. Warner of the National Advisory Cormnittm
for Aeronautics and employed with good resnilts in free &ht investigations.4

Danish sector type.—Liquid inclinometers

1

*-, -.,
c -;:.:.:? of the sector type are familiar on German
,$..”’+~

T

airplanes, and in st.e&ly flight may be used
‘.r# either for fore-and-aft or for lateral obser-
~j vations. Two such instruments of Danish

/ manufacture are shown in figure 11.
German bible circuit type.—A double

circuit type of liquid inclinometer found on
r J,

, -d Germtm ‘&craft is”shown in figure 12. While
+-. ,. -- .? sindar in principle to the triangular circuit,~--- - .—

.&
.- —- this arrangement is evidently”more sensitivo

b ... .. . . . . . .. . ...’ . . .. . .. -..= for a gi-re; size and can there~ore be furnished--- -. ---- -. ._=.. ,. ,. .
in—amore compact form.

r m. u,,-uqud fore_and-aftfndinorneter .,
Spery fore-and-ajt inclinometer.-Figure

13 shows ‘a liquid damped pendulum device for fore-and-aft observations developed by the
Sperry Gyroscope b.

M%urd clinomehw.-This instrument of Fr&-ch design, is similar to the Sperry in its
fundamental principle.

Ruwell liquid-damped pendu.Ium.-l?enduIums- damped with a viscous liquid have been
employed primarily for artificial horizons in connection with sextant observations. Such un
instrument, developed by H. N. RusselI, is further described in Report No. 131. This problem
has also been investigated by Mr. E. G. Fischer, of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Perl& Co?npa$s.—This compass, considerably used by the United States Air lfaiI Service,
was designed to serve also as an inclinometer.

-r

From the description given in Part 111 of 2.:-a
this report it will be noticed that the pen- -.1.:=J~

dulum zenith at any time is indicated by
looking down through the spherical glass _ I
cover$ which ‘is suitabIy marked,

7. BANKINGindicators.
-.

J

Banking indicatcm are, of course, in-
tended ordy to show the departure of the a —-
airplane from the proper banking angIel It -.

FIG.Il.—Liquidhldh10!nCt0r6,.wti ty~.
is a fallacy to suppose that a banking mdi- .
cater ought to show the absoIute inclination of the cr~t with respect to the earthj which it
can not do for the reasons explained at the beginning” of section & The instrument is not
designed to show absolute inclination. The indicator should read zero when the banking angle
is correct for the actual speed and radius of turn, regardless of the absolute amount of the bmk
rdative to the horizontal.

Brii&h tndiie type. —Figure 14 shows the fainiliar bubble type of brtnking indicator developed
by the British. The Taylor and Rieker instruments of American manufacture are based
evidently on the same principle. The banking indicator is mounted transversely on the instru-
ment board in front of the piIot. For night flying the bubbIe can be illuminated by a small
electric lamp pIa~d at the end of the glass tube sd that the rays are transmitted through the
liquid.

● ReportNo.70,NationalAdvisoryComka forAeronautiu$SYfthAnnualRep&t.

t
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The bubble banking indicator is sometimes furnished in combination with the fore-and-aft -——
inclinometer.

.-

Bubble ba&ng indicators appear to have been very popular among the British fliers and

—

in the A.rnerican h’a~, but not among the French or in the &nerican’&m.y.
.

.-

Sperry pendulu~ “type.-In figur~
* 15 is shown an airdamped pendulum

indicator developed by the Sperry Co.
This is made in a self-luminous form
for use at r@ht. The zero position is
that in which the mo~ible indicator is
horizontal.

Luminous rolling ball type.-lh
figure 16 is shown the luminous ball
banking indicator dewloped by one of
the authors and found satisfactory for
night flying. It operates ~entialIy on
the same principle as a bubble banking
indicator, but deflects in the opposite
direction.

—

--

.

~G.13.-LlquIdincHnometer-Doubfecfre@tty~ .- .=—.—

Dre.r7er.-Im the new model Drex.ler aircraft steering gage, to be described in Report No.
131, another form of rolling balI banking indicator is employed, ham a steel ball. Th& action
of this instrument is similar to the one preciously developed at. the bureau, but does not have
the se~f-luminous feature.

S. PERFORMANCE C13AkACTEltIST1CSOF THE LIQUD) AND PENDUL~l TYPES.

The testing of inclinometers and banking indicators depends on the construction, rather
than on the use of the instrument. Temperature tests and observations concerning the quick-

r ----- ness of action are essentially for liquid-fllIed

I instruments, regardless whether they are to
be employed as inclinometers or banking in-

- . dicatom. &r-damped instruments are not
.r~ “ likely to show exc=i~e time lng, but ahouId

)
be examined for friction, Ioosene=, and gen-
eral accuracy, and the damping shouId be

Fi sufficient to prerent oscillation.

h Either type of instrument maybe tested
i ,~thti~ IQ by pivoting the instrument

upward i.rdination and then1 igitia
Fm.lS.-S@XYfiqufddampedfmeamhft dropping it s~ddenl~ onto a slanti.pg sup-Mhmll?k.

port at an eq ua.1 angde below the horizon.
The entire time of trawl may be noted with a stop watch, aid shouId not exceed
about two seconds. It is important for this test to be repeated at temperatures fully as Iow
as those which may be experienced in &=ht. Alcohol and other nonfreezing solutions have
been used for fll.ling the instruments. Inclinometers and banking indicators should also be
tested under vibration. TIM bubble type of banking indicator has been found at times to show
a systematic average displacement during vibration.

9. AESOLUTEMEASUREMENT lVITEO~ GYROSCOPES.

Both the dlp needIe and earth inductor ha~e been frequently proposed for inclinometers.s
Elt.her the dip needle in conjunction math a magnetic compaas, or the earth inductor without
a compass, if arranged in multiple units, would serve as an inclinometer o-rer any region of tb e
earth’s surface where- the direction of the earth% fieId is lmovm. —

~ma EarthInductormnnIndlnome:er,N.E.DcmeY,Jw.m.Tern.Msg.andAfoms.EIect.I* 1-3S,1913;Indoetfonhc+fnomefem,W.EIjmin
lMCL,W.113-117,1919.
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FIG.14.-BubblebankingLndlcator&
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Fm.15.-Sperrg~nduInmbankingImIlcatar.
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FIG.17.-DIUermt1allateralInclinometer.
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The inductor in its simplwt form consists of a flat cd of copper wire connected to a suitable
ruillivohmeter; commutation is provided such SE to build up a continuous electromotive force
due to cutting the earth’s fiel& The or&nary equations of the dynamo apply to this instru-
ment and show that by sticienfly increasing the speed it can be made entirely practicable.

The recording sun camera deveIoped by the British at Wu&sham Heath gives an excellent
tracing of the image of the sun, thus semcing as a recording inclinometer when small corrections
are made for the relative movement of the sun during the time of the flight.

Both in this country and elsewhere the reflection of an airplane in a smooth body of water
beIow hes been utilized for recording photographically the anguhm mo-itient of the airpkne.

The observation of the trajectory of a fding object, if made visible, will give information
concerning the regular position of the aircraft, provided suitable allovmnce is made for the
initial Iinear velocity of the f slling body and for drift of trajectory due to wind. For the tra-
jectory of such a body would be determined soIely by its initial ~elocity, tog&her with the
true gravitational field of the earth, barring the effect of the wind. Thus the trajectory is
uninfluenced by accderation of the aircraft. In this way the ~cdt.ies characteristic of pegdu-
lum indicators can be avoided. It has be~ proposed Uto apply this to an instrument inclosed
in an air-~mht case somewhat after the fashion of an hourglaw In this way the effect of the
wind would be eliminated, but the trajectory would still be independent of aircraft accel&ations.
Instead of observing the falling particles of sand, a fine jet of mercury might be used.

There remain a number of possibihties for inclination measurement in a manner free from
the usual errors of pendulum indicatms, aIthough not attaining completely the status of absolute
measurement owing to the necessity for some assmnption regardirg the path of the airplane
or the motion of the atmosphere. Under ordinary conditions these assumptions are entirely
legitimate. A proposal of this kind by one of the present authors has been the use of a spring
pendulum. The st.retchirg of the spring serves to measure the wxcess of the apparent gravitat-
ional field, caused by centrifugal force over and above the true gravitatiomd field. The angular
deflection of the pendulum shows, as usmd, the direction of apparent gravity. Thus the proper
interpretation of this observation woild go detitely one step beyond the simple, rigid penduhun
toward giving the true inclination of the aircraft with respect to the ground. ~ second instru-
ment developed%y one of the authors likewise based on centrifugal force is shown in figure 17.
This instrument is essentially a &fTerential lateraJ inclinometer, and has elsewhere been referred
to as the balance banking indicator. It cunsists of two equal m~s practically balanced on a
knife-e@e. The cegter of gravity of the system is just slightly below the knife-edge. The
instrument is mounted on the instrument board with the lmife-edge paralld to the foreand-aft
axis of the aircraft, so that the beam of the bahmce may deflect in a plane parallel to thb
instrument board. The &se of the instrument is filled with a damping liquid. IVovrj when
the aircraft in its fight turns about a vertical axis, the two squaI masses of the system, W’ and
W’, share the same angular velocity but are located at different distances from that axis.
Hence, the centrifugal force on one viouId be greater than that on the other, and the balance
beam tends to remain perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the aircraft-that is, approxi-
mately horizontal. Thus, the anguIar deflection of the balance beam rdative to a reference
line on the case indicates the inclination of the aircraft relative to the ground while go~u around
a bank.

T?ie A.veline duhliser, a ‘i%cent French de-relopment,7 automatically operates the controls
of the ship by comp=ed air actuated by a combination inclinometer. The indicator element
is in principle a mercury-fled inclinometer which instead of operating on the usual liquid
inclinometer principle, has an auxiliary correction for centrifugal force. This correction is
automatically made by a device in the nature of a turn indicator, consisting of two Venturi
tubes suitabIy connected and located at the respective extremiti= of the wings.

Until gyroscopic appliances can be reduced in bulk, weight, and expense, the development
of these various semiahsolute methods of mesaurement seems ta be a dwirable fieId for further
investigation.

*ThasuwestionIsbelisredtohaw@#wJedWCII~. Beuedfct,s -~ of the Air Serike, in 191S.
r AerIEIAgeWeekly,Vol.12:Kgea_ 65T,1921. J
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REPORT No. 128.

DIRECKIXON INSTRUMENTS.

PART’IL

THE TESTING AND USE OF MAGNETIC COMPASSES

By R. L. SANFOED.

FOR AIRPLANES.

lNTRODUC1’10N.

One of the most important and least satisfactory of all aeronautic instruments iY tlm mag-
netic compass. Owing to the extraordinary conditions under which a compuss must opmatc
in flying, the ordinary marine type is impossible to use, and new and radically different designs
have been found to be necessary. Unfortunately, even the best types of instrument which
have so far be& produced are unreliable under certain conditions, This fact has led most
pilots to regard the compass with suspicion, and many have come to the conclusion Lhat a
compass should not be included in the instrumental equipment of an airplane. There arc
many timosj however, when known landmarks are not availalde, and it is necessary to rely
upon the indications of the compass. It is essential, therefore, tha~ the pilot should un&r-
stand the characteristics of his comp~ in order that he may know under what conditions
its indications are reliable. An understanding of the principks involved may also enable
pilots to offer valuable suggestions as to designand use as the results of experience and observa-
tion.

TESTING.-

Before installing a compass in an airplane it should be carefully inspected und tcstccl tu
be sure that there are no defects of material or workmanship and that it is in good working
order. These points can easily be determined by means of simple laboratory tests. ‘1’hc
performance characteristics which are inherent in all instruments as distinguished from their
behavior under actual flying conditions are pivot friction, calibration, period, and damping.
In some cases it is desirable to measure the strength or magnetic moment of the wecdlcs buL
usually this is not tiecessary as weak needles be indicated by too long a period.

PIVOTFRICTION.

Excessive pivot friction in a compass reduces its sensitivity to small changm of dircwtion
and is generally evidence of damage or imperfection in material or workmanship. This poin L
therefore is generally the first to be considered in the testing of a magnetic compass. Tho
only auxiliary apparatus required for this test ia a small magnet or, better, a coil by means
of which the compass may be given a momentary deflection. ln practice the comptiss under
test is deflected by various small angles in each direction and the amoun Lby which it ftiiIs to
return to its original resting point noted. This procedure is repeated with the compass oricmhd
in different directions, tiually on headings corresponding to each of the cardinal points. TLIC
pivot friction as determined in this manner is rarely a constant quantity but there is generally
no difficulty in deciding whether or not an instrument has an excessive mnount. When rekwsed
from an initial deflection of 5° in either direction &good compass should reLurn to its original
position to within 1°.

012
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CALIBRATION.

The term ctibration expr-es the accuracy with which a compass indicates direction on
any heading ~cIu.sive of the effect of pivot friction which can genedy be remowxl by tapping.
There are se-wd factors -which determine the accuracy of calibration of a compass, namely:
(1.) The orientation of the magnetic needles on the card; (2) the accuracy of the graduation
cm the card or scale; (3) accuracy of centering of the pivot; (4) magnetic materials in the
bowl or mounting; (5) location of the l&bb& line.

The magnetic needles should be mounted paralleI to the north-south line on the card.
If this is not. done there ti be a constant error on aII headings equal to the angle of error in
mounting.

In good instruments the erro~ in graduation of the card are usually negligible. Gradua-
tion errors may be in either &rec@n and wrying in amount.

If the pivot is not correctly centered on the c$rd the resulting eccentricity error varies
from zero to u maximum -mlue depending on the heading and the amount by which the pivot
is off center.

The pkesence of magnetic materials in the bowl or mounting may produce errors in reading
depending upon the amount and location of such”impurities.

I’i%ile it is generalIy possible to separate these errors it is usualIy not necessa~ to do so
except for the purpose of discovering the cause of an excessive error.

For deterrninin g the calibration errors of compasses a simple testing stand has been con-
strutted. This stand. is shown in figure 1. It consists of a rotatin~ table Eraduated around
its edge so that by means of a -rer&r index
angles of rotation can be read to 0.1°. Two
telwcopes are carried on an adjustable sup-
port which are used for sighting on hori-
zontal card compasses. If compasses having
rertical cards are to be tested an auxilia~
stand is used. This stand has upon its base
a horizontal line which is at right anghs to
the pIane of the back of the stand. It ako
has provision for tilting with a scaIe for
measuring the angle of tilt. b ‘airplane
compass card should be free to turn when the
compass is tfited 20° in mq direction.

The standard compass, also shown in the
figure, consists of a single maggetic needIe
having a sapphire cup and suspended on a
diamond Divot. The pivot friction of this
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FIG.L-Compasstestingstmd.
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combination has been found to be entirely neg~gible. ” Upon the upper side of this needie is
a line which is accurately padel to its magnetic axis. The needIe is pointed and the points nu

lie in the mrticaI plane passing through the index line. It is therefore possible to check the
paralkiism of the rnde~ line and the ma@etic axis by taking observations with the needIe m .
its normal position and inrerted.

-L ..4..-

‘il%en a compass is to be tested, it is set on the stand and the telescopes focused on the
north and south points of the card, or if it has a vertical card the auxiliary stand is used and
the telescopes are focused on its index line. The compass is then p~aced at a distance and
the standard compass substituted and raised or Iovr.=ed on an adjustable basa until the index
line is in focus. The telescopes are not disturbed after the initial adjustment-. When the

—

stand is so oriented that the index line of the standard compass is focused on the cross hairs
the vernier index is set to zero. ‘The standsxd compass is then taken away and the other

-—

compass replaced. If the table is rotated till the north-south line is on the cross hairs of the
two telescop=, the angle read on the vernier shows the error on the north heading. The error

——
“-

on any other heading can be determined by rotating the table through any deaiied angle and
.—
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noting the dtierence between the compass reading and the table reading. After tho test has
been completid a check reading on the standard compass is taken in order to be sure that tho
direction of the magnetic meridian has not changed while tho observations am in progress.
The ordinary type of airphine compass graduated with 10° division should not be in error on
any heading by more than 2°.

PERIOD.

For any particular type of compass, since the moment of inertia of the moving system is
practically the same for all instruments, the period, measured at the same place. or at different
places where the horizontal intensity of the earth’s maametic field is the same valuc, is a good
indication of the strength of the magnetic needks. An exwssively long pmiod is an indication
of weak needles. For compassw having considerable damping it is difhult to dotmnino tho
compl@a period (the time in”tarval between succesahw transits in the samo direction through
the position of equilibrium) and it is necessary to detmmine the half period. This is accom-
plished by setting the card b swinging by means of a coiI or small magnet and noting, by tho
aid of a stop watch, the time interval between succemive transits through the equilibrium
position. The variations in the horizontal intensity of the earth’s magnetic field ar~ SUCJIthat
the period of the same compass will not he the same in difhrent parts of the earth. For instanca,
a compass having 5 period of 20 seconds in Washington vvotid have a period of 23 seconds
in Bangor, Me.,, and 17 seconds in New Orleans. Various types of airplane compasses are
designed to have widely different periods (from approximately 10 to 50 seconds) and opinion
difi?ers as to the most desirable value. One type of instrument developed during L11owar has
a complete period of approximately 15 seconds.

DAMPDiG.

The liquid which is used in the majority of airplane compasses, beides taking somo of tho
weight from the pivot, is for the purpose of damping out oscillations of tho card and so enable
the compass b give a shady reading. For the purpose of comparing the degree of damping
of various airplane compassw the “damping constant” has been defied as the ratio of con-
secutive deflections on the same side of equilibrium when the card is swinging. In order to
obtain truly comparable values, it is n-ary to make the determination from tho samo valuo
of initial swing which is usually taken as 45°. It is not proper to take tho observations for
damping by releasing the card from. the required initial deflection. The systcm must bc
swinging freely, The degree of damping variw quite widely in instruments of different dwign.
The specifications for one type used during the war stipulated that the damping constant
should be not Iess than 15 nor more than 45.

INSTALLATIONAND ADJUSTMENT.

The Iocation of a compass in an airplane is of considerable importance. The instrument
must be so plamd that the pilot cm read it at a glance without changing his position, In
order to avoid parallax errors, the line of sight when reading should be in the plane through
the lubber line and the pivot. Another cortsideration in tho location of the compass is the
presence in the pkne of maguetic material which will cause deviations of the compass needles

. and consequent errors in reading. The effect of stationary metal parts can generally bo neu-
tralized by the use of small compensating magnets placod in tubes provided for tho purpose.
The effect of moving iron parts can not be neutralized, how-ever. The iggition systam is also
a source of trouble in some phzws and may cause errors amounting to as much as 10 or 15
degrees, This diiliculty is so great in some CSSM that thd possibility of placing the compass
at a distance (on the tail or wings, for instance) has been seriously considered. This condition
points to the necessity of carefully considering the requirwuents of the compass when designing
an airplane,

SOURCES OF UNRELMMLITY.

Assuming that the re.wdts of laboratory tests are satisfactmy and that the effect of m~unetic
material in the airplane has been completely neutralized by means of the adjusting magnets
there arti still sources of error under certain conditions in flight. The most important of these ,
sources of unreliability me vibration and rapid accelerations and quick turns.
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Because of the fact that the center of gravity of the compass card is below the point of
support it acts as a penduIum. The rwdtt is that vibrations of’the point of support of sufficient
ampIitude and certain frequencies wilI cause deflections or in extreme cases actuil rotation or

. .-:-

‘~spiming” of the card. If there is excessive pivot friction or the pivot and cup do not have
---

the proper corresponding shapes. there may aIso be deviations or turning due to a sort of
“ratchet effect” between the pivot and cup. These are lsrgeIy overcome m most instruments

-

by proper antitibration mountings which absorb the vibrations. me ordina~ gimbal mount-
..-

i~m s~o~d neVer be med. It is on account of vibration effects that the pivot is on the card
.—. -

..-
instead of the cup as is cnstommy in marine instruments.

There are two possible effects due to rapid turns and straight accelerations. On quick
turns the Iiquid in the compass may be set into rotation and drag the card with it. This is
largely overcome by making the clearance between the card arid the bowl large. This reduces
the effect, as the liquid in contact with the sid~ of the bowl is most affected. both= way of
preventing the liquid from being set into rotation to an appreciable extent is to make the bowl
of approximately spherical shape.

The other eilect of turns and acceleration is of a different nature. It is a well-known fact
that the direction of the earth’s magnetic field is not horizontal The angle of inclination or
“dip” vaxies in different parts of the world from zero at the “maggetic equator” to 90° at the
magnetic pole. In a compass the -rertical component is balanced by a smfl mass on one side
of the point of support. For this reason the horizontal component is the onIy one that =erts
a directive force on the card. When an airplane makes a quick turn the resultant effect of
gravity and centrifugal force is such that the plane of the card is inclined to the horizontal.
The vertical component of the earth’s magnetic field then has a component in the pkne of the
card and this exerts a directive force The direction in which the card will tend to turn wilI be
the direction of the resndtant of the horizontal component of the earth’s field and the component
of the vertical force which is in the direction of the phne of the card. This causes an error which .
depends upon the angle of bank and the duration of the tuni. This effect is most noticeable
when turning east or west from a northerly course and hence is usually termed the “northerly
turning error.” In this case the north end of the card is drawn dowu and if it turns rapidIy;
enough may even indicate that a turn has been made in the opposite direction from that actually
made. It is readily apparent that under such condition a pfiot who is flying in clouds and whose
airpkne is turned by gusts may think he has turned in the opposite direction fro& what is
actualIy the case and in attempting to correct his direction wilI turn still more and may even-
tually find himself in a- spin. Pilots are generally warned against taking a northerly course in

.

flying through CIOUdS.
The actual direction of the card at any instant depends not only on the angle of inclina- .

tion but ako on its period. ~ compass with a very long period for instance may take so Iong to
respond to the disturbing force that the turn may be completed before there is an appreciable
error in its reading. A very long period compass has been strongly recommended by some and

“ undoubtedly is much 1- affected by the “ nortierly t- error” tia on$ tifi a ~ort
period but in practice it is s; akggish that it is unsatisfactory for use under ordinary condi- -’
tions. It is generaIIy ~onsidered preferable to use a short period instrument which can be
read more quickIy after any disturbance and not to rely on its indications when the conditions
are lmown to exist which render it un.reIiable. ~ good short period compass in connection with
a reliable turn indicator seems to be the best combination so far suggested.
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REPORT No. 128.
DIRECTION INSTRUMENTS.

PART 111.

AIRCRAFT’ COMPASSES—DESCRIPTION AND CLASSU?ICATION.

By JOENA. C. WARNER.

SUMMARY.

This part contains a brief general treatment of the important features of construction of
uircraft compasses, and descriptions of the principal typw used in America and in foreign
countries. Brief mention is also made of several compasses now in process of dc-wdopment
hut not in production. At the conclusion of this part will be found a descriptive tdndm classi-
fication of the various instruments included’ in the text.

INTRODU~O13Y. ,

There is probably no aircraft instrument which has been the subject of moro cmcful and
serious study than has the maeme tic compass. Its supreme importance to the navigator of tho
air accounts for the energy which has been devoted toward its perfection. But with all tho
attention it has received there still remains the possibility of vast-improvement. TI1o working
conditions are different and much more severe for the aircraft compass than for its marine
prototype and it has bepn necessary to make important modifications in the latter in order to
adapt it to use in aviation. It is the pu~ose of Mli paper h discuss -tho more importnnt
characteristic features of construction of the aircraft compass rmd to describo the principal
American and foreign types which have been put into production. In Report No. 131, .Scction
VII of this series, under the title” Aerial Navigation and l?avigat~o Instruments,” will be found
a discussion of the use of the compass and its errors. Part HI of th~ report, entitled “ Tho
Tasting and Use of hfagnetic Compassw for Airplanes,” contains additional material not
elsewhere considered.

GENERALFEATURES OF CONSTRUCTION.

The common types of magnetic compass used on aircraft comprise the following principal
~arts with elements M noted:.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Rotating system—
a. card.
& Float chamber .(in Iiquid damped type).
c, Magnetic ehnents.
d. Bearing member.

Bowl-
a. Container.
b. Damping medium.
c. Expansion chamber.
d. Lower bearing gmmber.
e. Lubber-line and dhided smh.
J Observation openings.
~. Illuminating device.

Compensating device.
Mounting support.

616
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ROTATINGSYSTU

Card.—Two principal card forms am noted, the horizonhd and tie ~ertica~ ~ot a few
instruments combine the two forms md make possible either horizontal or vertictd observations.
Furthermore, horizontal card instruments me often provided tith a prism which allo= obser-
vations to be made in either a horizontal or vertical direction. When the latter device is elU-
ployed it is necassary that the card have two SCSIes, one for the direct reading and a second
scale with eharact- inverted and reversed for prism observations. The different systems of
marking are described in a following section of this paper. It is important that the characters
and divisiom of the card be clear and Imge so as not ta require too great an effort on the part
of the pilot in makhg readingg. Provision is often made for the use of the compass at night
by marking the principrd divisions and charactm with d-huninous material. This feature
is of use ordy at times of extreme darlm=s in the immediate vicinity of the compass since the
material is ordinarily not sufficient.~y bdliant to render the markings visible under conditions
of dim lighti~m from another source.

Float.-The card is commonly carried by a hollow water-tight float chamber filled with air
and properly supported and guided in a surrounding body of liquid held in the bowl container.
In order to minimize the effect of liquid drag, the float chamber is invariably made. in the form
of a hollow body of revolution (usuaUy a somewhat mofied cylinder or ellipsoid) aymmetricaI
about an axis perpendicular to the card. Liquid drag is caused by the tendency of the liquid,
when it takes up a swirling or rotative motion with charges of headii of the aircraft, to drag
the float with it. The float servm to reIieve the pivot bearirg, upon which it is supported, of
most of the weight of the rotating system. This is important since the magnitude of the vibra-
tional diflicuhies and frictional error to which the card is subject are laxgely dependent upon
the weight on the bm.r~~. By reducing this weight to a minimum it is SLSOpos.sl%le to prcdong
the Ii.& of the pivot support which tends to become misshapen under exc=ive vibration and
shock. SeveraI instruments, notably the Ckeagh-Osborne Type 5/17, have rotat~m systems so
light as to require no float. This, of course, is aIso true of the dry type of compass in which
no liquid is used.

Magnetic ekn.ent.s.-The magnetic eleme@s upon which the compa~ depends for its action
are usutdly formed of and cylindrical or flat maamet,ized needles or rods (2 to 12 in number)
of hardened alby steel attached either within the float chamber or upon its lower surface. In
certain typas they are suspended upon wir= below the card. Numerous dispositions of these
elements will be noted in referrirg to the descriptions which foIlow. The choice &d position
of thase elements is an important factor goveroing the. action of. the rotating system. with
compasses in which the elements are surrounded by a damping Iiquid having n corrosive effect
upon steel, the magnets are either pIated or covered by a noncorroding metal.

The moment of inertia of the rotating system depends to some extent upon the size, num-
ber, and position of these eIements; the magnetic moment and, in turn, the period of the com-
pass are also dependent upon these factors. It is necessary, then, in practice to so select and
mount the maagueta that the operating requirement WW be satisfied as completely as possible.

Bm”ng number.-In most of the older types of aircraft compass the rotating system was
supported upon a bearing composed of a cup or socket fied centrally upon the rotating part
and re.&g upon a pivot attached h the bowl. The more recent practice reverses this arrmge-
ment and we fid practically all of the modern instruments with the pivot on the movable
element and the cup mounted below upon a bearing post attached to the bowl. This results
in an improvwt in the stability of the card.

Brief consideration of the problem wdl show that the pivot forms a most important element
of the compass and must be cmfuIIy designed. It is often subjected to violent shocks which it
shouId withstand without brhking or becoming blunted. Otherwise, the action of. the com-
pass will becume very unsatisfactory. Various materials are used for pivots, inchding iridium
and alloys .of iridium, special alloy steels, and agate. One of the most common combinations
is “agate for the pi-rot and sapphire for .t.he cup. It is usual practice to select a pi-iot of
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materird slightly softer than the cup upon which it boars, otherwise the surftice of tho m p
would be roughened owing to the cutting ?ction of. the pivot. The radius of curvaturo of [hc
pivot point is made smaller than that of the cup,

.
BOWL.

Contiiner.-Tho compass bowl acts as a“container f?r the damping medium, It is usually
made cylindrical in form in order to reduce as much as possible the swirling or rotation of tho
inclosed damping fluid when changes of heading take place. One of the instruments later
described was designed to overcume this effect to a very large degree ‘by the usc of a complctdy
spherical bowl. The usual well designed bowls do not, however, go to this cxtrcmc. A generous
clearanca should be allowed between the card and the wall of tht~ bowl so thnL tho swirling
error will be relatively small. .

Damping medium.—It is the function of the damping medium inclosed within the bowl
and surrounding the rotating system, first (in the case of liquid damping], to reduco the weight
of the moving system on the pivot bearing,-thus protecting the bearing from shock, and reducing
errors due to friction and-vibration as described above: second, to damp cxccssiv~ oscillations
of the rotating system and thus improve the stability and action of the card. Tho amount of ,
damping dependa upon the vismsity of the damping medium as well as upon the construction
of the movable parts. In airdamped compasses the action of the. moving pints ~g~inat the
inclosed air produces the damping effect. In this case it is obviously necessary for the rotating
system to present a greater surface to the action of the air than is the CMOwith liquid-dampcrl
instruments. The Fav6 compass, shown in Fig. lg,””is an example of this type.

It is important that the damping medium shall be such M to maintain a practically
constant viscosity within the range of temperatures experienced in service. Pure alcohol is
somotimes used, but it has the disadvantage of more or less rapidly dissolving pmctically any
existing type of paint with which it comes in contact. This rtct,ion destroys the pcrmanoncy
of the card markings imd rewdts in a formation of a deposit of sediment upon the bearing, thus
introducing a friction error. A1cohol diluted with some other liquid is most often used, a com-
mon mixture being 30 per cent aIcohoI to 70 per cent distilled water. Colorless, acid-free
kerosene is also employed in certain compasses. The liquid is introduced into tho bowl through
a tapped and plugged fler hole in the wall.

Expansion chamber.—The volumetric changes in me body of liquid confined within the closcd
bowl are cared for in two different ways. The device most frequently employed is an expansion
chamber composad of one or more thin metal diaphragm boxes, similar to those used in aneroids,
communicating with the interior of the bowl. In certain compasses th~ expansion is compml-
sated by the use of a single corrugated diaphragm forming thO b+.se of the bowl, ~i second
method for overcoming this difficult y-is to mount a small hollow chamber at tJle t up of thc bowl
so that the excess liquid may flow into it. from the bowl when expansion takes place, This
device ako serves as an air trap to which bubbles from the Iiquid may rise, thus nvoiding any
objectionable action resulting from their presence in the liquid.

Lower bearing memb-.-A polished sapphire or garnet cup held in a brass socket is most ,
often employed as the lower bearing member in wti”ch the pivot of tho rotating chmncnt rests.
In many instances the jewel is set in a socket which is free to move a short distance vertically
against a shock-absorbing spring. A second method for relieving tho shock effects to some
extent is to set the jewel against a layer of rubber or cork which acts as a cushion, Tho bearing
post which supports the cup is fixed to a bridge member attached to the btise of tho bowl.

Lubber-he and diw”ded scaZe.-In order that accurate observations maybe made of the
position of the compass card reIative to the bowl, a reference marking or lubber-hno is usually
placed inside the bowl at the side where the observations are to be made. The instrum@
should be mounted so that a line paising through this lubber-line and the pivot of the compaw
is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. ~~divided scale (starting from a point above
the lubber-line) is often found at the upper rim of the bowl above the observation glass. A
sliding index or pointer is used in wmjunction with this scale’ in course setting and taking
bearings,

.
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Observatwn openings.-observations of the horizontal c&d are made through a cover-g~ass
held by a bezel ring which joins it to the upper rim of the bowl. The joint is made tight
by the use of a rubber gasket. VerticaI card observations are made either through a small
glass-covered opening in the aide of the bowl or, in certain compasses, through the cylindrical
glass bowl container itif. The latter arrangement has the advantage of magnifying the
divisions and characters of the card, due to leus effeot caused by the convexity of the gkss.

lZJuminatingdetn”ce.—3fodern compasses are provided with a miniature electric lamp so
mounted in a shielding socket as to ilhnninate the card. In some instances a speciaI opening
(covered by ground gk to prevent glare) is provided either in the base or side wall of the
bowl so that the ~mht rays may enter. Designs which do not allow the light to ftdl directly
upon the card should provide” for ilhuninat ion either by transparency of the card or by reflec-
t ion from properly painted interior vralk of the bovd.

CO.MPESSAn-GD13TICE

OW-iqg to the presence of rmgnetic fiekls setup by the power plant and tmxiliaries of the
aircraft system it is necessary to provide a compensating detice to minimize the disturbing
influences of these fiekls. SmalI bar magnets suitably placed rehtive to the mrgnetic eIements
of the card are employed to neutralize the effect of objectionable extraneous fields. ~ common
form of compensating device is that consis~- of a verticaI slotted or groo-ied rod mounted
directly below the bowl and carry@ two sli&g colhws, adjustable in a ~erti.d direction
only, thus making it possl%le to mu-y the distance betvrekn the card and the correcting bar
magnets (usuaIIy two in number) which are carried by each collar. The correct~~ magnets
attached to one of the collars are secured with their Longitudinal tzxes paraUel to the for+snd-aft
line of the aircraft whiIe the axes of the second set extend parallel to the athvmrtships line.
The compensation is governed by the number, strength, and position of these membem.

.lnother form of compenea~m device consists of a holder mounted upon the bo-ivl directly
above or belom the card (and sometimes in both positions], centered rdati~e to its axis. The
holder cent aim a fore-and-aft and an athd!rtships tube in =hich the small correct~m mag~ets
are placed. In this case the amount of compensation is governed by the number and strer@h
of the maggets employed.

.1 third device for compensation consists of an arrangement of four tubtiar holders so
mounted on the sides of the bovd or bowl housing that the ~rrecting +menta may be prop-
cdy placed in fore-and-aft and athwan%hips positions. Tlus disposition as well as the pre-
cedirg one ha-re the advantaa~ of compactness and ease of manipulation.

Mom~G SEPI?OET’.

h view of the excessive vibrations existing on aircraft and their iU effect upon the com-
pass it is advisable to protide the instrument -with a mounting which will reduce the influence
of vibration as much as possiile. This is usually accomplished & one of three w~ys: fit,
by inclosing the bowl in a hons~u lined with antivibrationsl materiaI, such as felt or horse
hair, to overcome the vertical shocks and with flat metal springs properly placed to rdieve
ribration and shock in a horizontal plane: second, by mounting the bod upon supports or
cushions of felt or fibrous material and with spiral metal springs to oppose horizontal effects;
third, by attaching the botil mountirg to the aircraft with rubber cusbicms at the points of
attachment. Certain deviations from these usual arrangemcmts fl be noted by referr@ to
the descriptions and photographs of the bdividual instruments. Certain of the older ty@s
and many of the present foreign compasses are swung in gimbals. This practice is not to be
recommended for airplane instaJIations but is not without merit for airahip service where
excessive vibration and violent accelerations are not as prevalent.

h the pages which follow will be found frustrations ~d d-fiptio~ of fie P~~P~ .
types of aircraft campases which have been used in &nerica and abroad. Some of the most
important details of the instruments described have been classified in tabular form at the
conclnsion of the paper.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF AMERICANCOMPASSES.

GENERALELECTRICAIR COMPASS TYPEB.

The liquid damped compass (acid-free kerosene. damping-fluid) shown at the left of figure
1 is widely used in the militvy abmft of this emmtry. Many of its features are patteincd
after those of the original British ,~eagh-Osborne 5/17 compass, and its appearance oloedy
resembles that of the British instrument.

The card has the form of a truncated cone wi;h smaller-diameter of 43 millimeters at the “
top and flaring to a diameter of approxinmtely 54 millimeters at ~he bot@n. (See illustration
of rotating eIement find bearing post at right of Fig, .1.) The markings am found upon tho
exterior fau of the cone, which haa a depth of 1(1n.millimeters along a gmmrating clemcn t. .Thc
oard is lettered at the cardinal points with luminous material and divided each 10°, with
numerals marking each third division, at which luminous dots are also painted. Four light
spokes, extending from the pivot mounting at the center, serve to support the card ring.

FIG.I.-GencrelElcctrk81rCompes=iTJTeB,

The pivot is of special alloy and &sts in a sapphire cup mounted upon a bearing post attached
to the lower surface of jhe boSvl. The. pivot is prevented from leaving its socket by a split
cage, the two halves of which are screwed to the bearing post, and their upper edges bent inward
so as to Qverhang a beILshaped hood member jw= above the ~ivo~ on the rotating element,
The two bar maggets of tungsten steel (50 millimeters long and 29 millimeters I.mtwcon centers)
are suspended upon four wires extending from the card ring.

A vertical wire painted with luminous material is attached near the lower extremity of
the bearing post and extends upward toward the front of the bowI to serve M. a lubber-line.
k horizontal wire is attached to the lubber-line wire rmd forms a reference rclativo to tho lower
line of the card thus making it possible to use the compais as an inclinometer. “--

The main body of the bowl is spherical in shape and has an interior diameter, of approxi-
mately 85 millimeters. The bowl projects toward the front in a cylindrical extension (with
axis inclined at approximate y 26° above the horizontal) which is capped by the glass observa-
tion window (68 millimeters diameter) held in place by a bezel ring and inclined bac.kwarcl at
an angle of approximntel y 26° from the vertical. t~ miniature incandescent lamp in shieh?ing
socket is attached to the bezel ring at the top and provides illumination for the card at times
when the luminous markings are not clearly visible.
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lfountecl at the top of the bovd and communicat~u with the interior is a combination
air trap and expansion chamber. ~ fler plug is provided in this cylindrical chamber as welI
es in the back wiilI of the bowl itdf. Liquid expansion is cared for by this device and any
bubbka which may form in the dampimg fluid rise to the surface in the chamber and produce
no objectionable effects. The compensation chamber surmounts this air trap and consists
of two brass tubes (one alo~w the fore-and-aft Iine and the other athwartships) of diameter
great enough to accommodate several correcting bar maamets. The compensating device is
covered by a brass cap which prevents @e magnets from slipping out.

Thee hgs as shown in the ilkstration project from the bcrd and rest upon antivibrational
supports projecting from the main mount@U bracket. Each of the three lugs resk upon a
felt washer ac@c as a cushion for vertical shocks, whiIe a flat spiral spring fastened to a bolt
from the lug and centered in a cylindrical cup at the under side of each bracket lug serves to
relieve vibration effects in a horizontal plane.

The compass above described has a period of 12 seconds and a damping constant of 20.
The card is free to swing when the eumpass bowl is tilted 30° from its normaI position. ‘lThe
instrument weighs 2.5 pounds.

-.

AMERICA!!MOD~CATIOKSOF~ CREAGH.OSBORI~AIRCOMPASS‘rTl?E6f17.

The production during the war of the type B compass pretioudy d=cribed exceeded that
of the other modifications of the (7reagh-Osborne air compass, type 5/17. However, several
other instruments of this same general iype were produced in Iim.t.ed quantities.

—. I

.—.

——

.+ compass known as the Creagh-Osborne.air compass lfark VIII, so nearly duplicates” the
British ims~ent later dascribed that no space W tie devoted to its treatme~t a[ this point.

The instrument shown by @e ? is knovm as the type A. The mountirg ia different
. from that of the British instrument and it is sometiat snudler in size. The iIh.stration shows , .

the instrument without the incandewent lamp ilhminating device in place.
Several other modified instruments of Iess importance than those already mentioned were

manufactured in very limited numbers.

NAVYSTANDARDCO.MPWNO.1.

The Sperry aircraft compass Mark XVI, also Imown as the Navy standard compass
.

No. I (fig. 3), is a type widely used in aircraft. The large flying boats and military bomb~o
airplanw ordimwily carry u instrument of this general t.y-pe as standard equipment, while a
somewhat andler ‘mode~ lmown as the hTavy st~dard corn-pass No. II, is m-cd-on the snudler
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airplanes. The instrument to be descritjed has a 7.@millimeter card while the smaller model
has a card 50 millimeters in diameter.

The card of the Navy standard compass No. I k“ of the combination horizontal and vertical-
type with divisions each 5°. Numerals mark the 30° points end the cardinal points m let-
tered. The top or horizontal surface has a diameter of approximately 76 millimotors, whilo
the vertical card surface, cylindrical in form, has a diameter of 63 millimeters nnd a depth of
19 millimeters. These cards nre carried by a float chamber with the m~gnetic clanmnts incloscd
within.

The alloy pivot mounted in a recessed cavity in the lower surface of tho float rests upon n
sapphire cup mounted upon a bearing post in a shock-absorbing spring sockot. Tho pustt is
attached centrally upon a bridge member at the center of the bowl base. A verticnl curved
lubber-line wire is provided both at the front and rear of the bowl, one for vertical md tho
other for horizontal reading. ~ The mar- upon the h&izontal oard surface start 180° from
those of the vertical card so that the readings of ~h~ former are taken with reforcnco to tho
back lubber-line while those of the latter are made with the forward line as rofer~co~ “

A cylindrical ring of glms (109 millimeters inside diameter and 56 ~imehrs in height) ,
forms the vertical walls of the bowl and rests upon the base casting whore a rubber gasket is

“-“n
used to make a tight joint. Viewing tho vertical crud
through the cy~drical bowl causes magnification of tho
card due to lens eflect. TIM bowl ring is surmounted by an
aluminum ring with four lugs extend&U from tho si(los;
the top surface of this ring bears 5° divisions with numerals
at each 10° pOiIlt. Within this outer member is mounted
a rotatable ring carrying sights which nrc intended for usc
in taking bearings and in making drift obsw-mtionw TIN
covor-glass is clnmped against a rubber gasket resting upon
the top surface of the cylindrical bowl glws by moms of
four bolts passing through the four lugs nmi correspond.ing
projections of the aluminum base casting.

A hole through the base comrnunicatw with a airglo
diaphraam expansion box contained within n protoctivo
housing. This housing also smvcs tho purposo of an aux-
iliary base plate and carries the compensation box at the
center. Tho latter is of thti ordinary typo Ivith n foro-
and-uf t and an athwartships tubo acting as holders for
the correcting magnets. A filler hole pfisses through the
base casting. The instrument is so desigmd that it can bo

FICL4!+@-Oaborl10a!rcompaw(Epmy)MwkH.

m~unted upon either a horizontal or vertical surface by us@~ the propor mounting plntcs.
The pe~.iod of the compass is approximately !20seconds nnd the damping constant 5. The

weight is approximately 3.7 pounds.

CREAGH-OSEORNEA18COMPASS(SPERRY)MARK11.

The compass known as the Clroagh-Osborne air compass (Sperry) Mark II (fig. 4) is of tho
liquid damped type (alcohol mixture) with a horizo@J card.

The mica card (76 mi~limeters diameter), divided each 5° and with luminous mm-kings and
numerals at each 10° point, is carried by a float ohamber of usual form. we al)oy pivot is
mounted in a recessed oavity in the lower surface of the float and rests upon a sapphiro cup held
in a cup socket. This socket in turn rests upon a shock-absorbing spring in tho hollow swtion
of the bearing post. The latter is held by a short bridge member at the center of tho btiso of
the bowl.

The bowl has an inside diamett&f_approxi&tely 108 millimeters and a depth of 42 milli-
meters. A hnninous wire lubber-line is found at the back of the bowl at the point wbora a
window is mounted in the wall to allow for illumination from an @candescent lamp attuchcd
outside. A diaphragm expansion chamber is centrally fixed b the underside of tho bowl.
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The bod rests upon three antitibratlomd rubber-covered
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rods extending from the vds
and held by corr~ponding suspension cradles at t.ached to the inner surface of a protective
housing which surrounds the bowL This hous~~ is Iined with horsehair so ss to provide +
cushion for the bowl. A fir hole extends t.hrmgh the side wdl of the latter. The instrument
is desiamed to be mounted upon a horizontal surface by means of four bolts in the base of the

, housing with rubber shnck-absorbing collars rittached.
~ompensation of the t-vpe shown in the illustration is e.fleeted by me&s of a compensation

Mock made of mod, with holes to hold the nec-ary correcting maagnets. This block is fastened
either above or b~o-iv the card with its verticaI axis extended coinciding with that of the
bearing post. Another model of this instrument has four compensation tubw attached to the
outer dl of the homing, one pair being parallel to the fore-and-aft line of the aircraft and the
other athwartships. The ‘required number of maggets are placed -within these tubes.

The 31arIi H instrument has a period of approximately 18 seconds and a damping constant
of 10. It v@+ approximately 3.3 pounds.

Palrrz coxPm.

The design of the Pentz liquid (kerosene) damped compass (tig. 5} ia a departure from
the usual pmctice. The entire compass stiystem, inchding card, bearing, and bearing post, is
held suspended by a float chamber” in the
damp@g liquid within the spherical bowl.

Extending downward from the float. (60
millimeters diameter) and attached at points
diametrically opposite each other are two
light flat rods, &t the lovrer extremities of
which is at tacheci a horizontal tie ring ap - .
pro.xirnately 92 millimete~ in diiuneter. The
bearing post, centr811y located and supporting
a sapphire cup at its upper extremity, is sus-,
pended from tvio wires, extending downward
from the ring to the lo~er end of the post.
This arrangement -will be understood by refer-
ring to the ilhstrat ion at the left of figure 5.

The card and ma.~etic element are very nearly identical with those ernployeci in the -

.

General Electric type”B compass preciously- dtscrihed, the principrd dimensi&s- being the
same. The point of difference Iies in the manner of preventing the alloy pivot from leaving the
cup socket. The ball and socket cage of the type B instrument is rephu.ied in the Pentz by
ti shalIow pan-shaped member attached to the upper surface of the card frame and restricted
in verticaI motion by coming in contact with the lmvei surface of the float before the card has
lifted far enough for the pivot to leave the sooket in which thejevrel cup is held.

The designer of @is instrument has endeammed to overcome the errors due to swirling,
by incIos-ing the system described above in a spherical bowl the upper half of which (95 milli-
meters inside diametd is of ghss and the Iovmr half of brass. The apparent size of the card
when viewed thro~~h the sphere is maagpifled. A tight joint between the hemispherical halves
is secured by means of a rubber gasket and a screw colhw threaded to a ehotider forming part
of the lower half. This ehonIder overhangs the ring-shaped base of the mount.@ bracket
and three felt, spiral spring, antitibrationaI supports sindar to those used iR the &eagh-Ckborne
compass support the bowL A combination air trap, expansion chamber, and compensation
box similar to the Creagh-Osborne device surmounts the bowL A wire lubber-Iine is mounted
both inside and outside the bowl, and paralk is avoided by sighting past the two lines.

This instrument, in addition to its capacity M a compass, is useful as an inclinometer.
When used in this service a circdar s~ot painted centrally upon the top float surface is observed
with reference to a d circle cut upon the gkss with the top pole of the sphere m center.
~ second ci.rcIe engraved upon the gkss at the equatar is used with reference to the 92-milli-
meter wire ring which forms part of the floating system within the bowL

The Pentz compass has a period of about 12 seconds and a damping constant of 40. It
weighs about 3.3 pounds.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF BRITISH COMPASSES.

CREAGH-OSBORNEAIRCOMPASS,TYPES/17.

The ~reagh-Osborne air compass, type 5/17 (fig. 6), has been one of Lha most widely used
aircraft compassw, lt is best adapted to service on scout planes whera the advanttigcs of a,
quick period instrument are desired. The compaw is of the liquid damped type (alcohol of
0.84 specific gravity damping fluid) and is equipped with a card totally different from thu~ em-
ployed in most compasses.

The card consists of a pan-shaped thin section of white ruehd (48 millimcta~ gnmtcst
diameter), which with the magnetic elemen~ and pivot is so light w LOrequire no float. The
horizontal boss surf ace of the card is cut away so as to leave four spoke members extending
outward from the center to support the rim; the lower edge of the Iat ter’is inclined inwurd
to-ward the pivot at an angle of 30° from the vertical. The two bnr magnets (4o mi]limetma
length) are suspended below the card (25 millimeters between centers) upon wira suspensions.
The agate pivot is mounted upon a brms stem attached at the center of the cnrd and rests
in a sapphire cup held on a central post. A vertical adjustable wire cxt ends from the inside

Fm &-Crcngh-0sborn6SkCMUWS%‘rYPEW7.

upper surface of the bowl to within a short dktance from the top centar of the cnrd and proventa
&~ latter from leaving the cup bearing. The lubber-line fixture is mountd inside tbe bowl,
as shown by the illustration.

..

The bowl is approximately spherical (80 millimeters inside dianmter) except at tho front
where a short cylindrical projection axtenda inchnwi at an angle of 26° abovo the horizontal.
T& extension is capped by the cover-glass inclined back from the lower edge at an nnglo of
26° from the vertical. A nonleak joint is made between cover-glass and bezel ring by the use
of a rubber gasket. An air trap and also a chamber for holding-the compensating maegneta in
proper position are mounted at the top of the bowl. The air trap is arranged so as to collect
any air bubbles whioh may form in the liquid and to allow for liquid expnnsion. Two filler helm
are provided, one upon the air trap and the other upon the bowl itself.

The bowl is fitted with three lugs which hold it upon )ha supporting membcw of the mount-
ing bracket, Felt washers at the points of attachment behveen the bracket lugs caro for vertical
vibration, while flat spiral springs are provided at the points of suppmt to rolievo tho hori-
zontal vibrations. A small electric bulb mounb.d with suitable shield upon tho verge ring
providw illumination for the card.

The Creagh-Osborhe air compass
pounds.

.,

has a pe~od of from 8 La 10 seconds and weighs 2.s
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CEEAGH-OSEORNEAESOOOMPA13SsTYPE259.

The Clreagh-Osborne aaro compass, type 259 (~. 7} is of the vertiord card, Iiquid-damped
type (alcohol mixture damping liq@d). The card is formed of a mica baud (5o millimeters in
diamet+m and 13 millimeters in height) divided at 10° intannda and with luminous numerals
every 30°. The cardimd points are Iettered with Iuminous makiaI. The card is carried by a
float chamber with recessed cavity in its lower surface where the agate pivot is mounted upon a
brass stem. The pivot rwts upon a sapphire cup held in a socket at the upper extremity of the
bearing post; the latter being mounted upon the bowl base. The float is redricted in verticaI
motion by a wire extending from the top of the bowl with a SDNJI hood &t its Iower extremity.
This hood comes directly over the muter of t+e float and prevents it from lift~~ far enough
for the pivot “to slip from the cup socket.

The main bowl chamber is approximately spherical (7o mikueters inside diameter} with
a forward dansion of oircuhm section to whioh the wrticd ghs is attached, and with dia-
phragm expansion ohamber at the back in a protective housing. A luminous Iubber-Iine and
~ ho&on~ referenoe line twe mounted inside -
the bowl, as shown in the ilhstration. The
cIearance between card and lubber-line is 12
millimei%rs.

Four Iugs attached to the bowl provide
for mount~m upon the surrounding bracket
ring with corresponding mount@U clips. Felt
vrsdmrs and light campr~sion springs me
used at the points of attachment to take up
vibration. A cylindrical box to oontain com-
pensating magnets is attaohed at the top of
the r% vihiIe a pedestal properly drilIed for
rnount~~ is bolted at the Iower side.

The compass described above has a period
of approximately 25 seoonds and weighs 2.1
pounds.

A much lar& modeI of this instrument
has been constructed and is Imown as
type 256.

OEEAGH-OSBOBNEAEBOCOMPASS.TYPE26S.

The Clreagh-Osborne aero compass, type
253 (&g. 8), is designed for use on the larger
types of airoraft. This compass is liquid

—

—
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Em.a-creagh-osbolnet?emComm Type253.

da&ed (aIoohoI damphuz fluid) and is pro~ed titi a ‘mica hor~ont~ cd 112 me~rs
in c&me& mounted -up~n a suitable fl~at chamber. b agate pivot in a recessed cavity in
the Iower float surfme rasts upon a sapph@ cup on the *- post.

--

The bowl is of brm, has an inside diameter of 150 mdhmeters and depth of 80 milhnetm.
A diaphragm expansion ohamber 113 millimeters in dkaeter is attached it its base. The card

—

olears the Iubber-line at the back of the bowI by approximatdy 10 miIlimetms. The obswva-
tion gIass, held by a %rge ring with rubber gasket, caps the bowl and a hinged cover serves se
a protection for the glass.

—. —

The inner bowl above dwr.ibed is suspaded upon four corrugated shook-absorbing springs
held inside a surrounding brass housing-oybder approximatdy 200 rdlimeta in diameter.

—.—

The space between outer and tier bowl is paoked with horsehair intended as a shock-absorbing
medium. The outer bowl is provided with lug% for mounting. -

The instrument has a period of approximately 25 seconds and weighs about 7 pounds.
201tZ7-2~

—.
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R.A.F.PILOT%COMPASS,MARKII.

The cumpasa shown at the right of figure 9 is a liquid-damped vertical card instru-
ment known as the R. A. l?. Pilot’s Compass, Mark II. The circular metal franm holding
the vertical ceIlrdoid card ring (68 millimeters in diameter and 17 millimetma in height) is
attadmd to the float chamber by means of four light L-shaped spokw which also act as damping
vanes. The card divisions are marked upon th~ interior surface of the ring and “back read-
ings” are taken with reference to a verticaI curved wire attached at the back of the bowl which
serves as a lubber-line. An agate pivot is mounted at the center of a recessed cavity in the
lower float surface and rests upon’ a sapphire cup mounted upon a suitable bearing post. Tho
pivot is prevented from leaving the cup, when the compass is in extreme positions and under
conditions of excessive vibration, by means of a light wire arm extending from the interior wall
of the bowl to within a very short distance from the top center of the float.

With a view to reducing errors in turns due to swirl@ of the compass liquid, the bowl
of the R. A. F. Tilot’s Compass is made as nearly spherical as possible. In order to com-
pletely carry out this feature the interior surface .of the observation glass is concaved on a.-

1
I

I

radius equal to that of tho
bowl proper. This hasi tho
disadvantage of reducing tho
apparent size of the card,
whsn viewed through tho
glass, because of the lens
effect caused by the con-
cavity. This difllcultyis over-
come to some extent by the
use of a damping liquid (zylol)
possessing a high refractive
index. The cover-glass has a
diameter of 78 millimeters,
S1o p es backward from tho
lower side at an angle of about
55° from the vertical, and is
held in place by an ordinary
bezel ring with rubber gasket
at the joint. A miniature
lamp mounted upon the bezel
in a shielding socket illmni-

nates the interior of the bowl. A flexibIe diaphrq 100 millimeter in diameter covers
the expansion chamber attached below the- bowl; the expansion chamber communicates
with the bowl through two smw holes @ the spherical wall. Two filler plugs are provided
at the top of the bowl.

The bowl is mounted ink prMective housing by means of four lugs which rest upon felt
washem to relieve vertical shocks. Four strips of phosphor bronze attached b the sides of the
bowl with their extremities touching. the inner surfaces of the housing case react against
vibrational motion in a horizontal plane.

The compensating device extends beneath we bowl and consists of two vertical series
of horizontal tubes (one series foreand-aft and the other athwartships) in which the cmrecting

magne~ may be pIaced. The latter are prevented from sIipping out by a cylindrical sleeve
which surrounds them.

Inasmuch as this instrument was designed to be free from the northerly turning error, cbar-
aoteristic of quick-period instruments, it is heavily damped and has a long period of swing
varying in different models between 40 and 60 secoti~, 54 seconds being a common value. The
weight of the compass is about 4,9 pounds.
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AIRCOMPASS,MARKII (QUICKPESIOD).

The air compass, Wrk II (quick period) shown at the left in figure 9 is identicrd with the
R. A. F. PiIot’s Compass, Mark II, described above, insofar as the bowl and mounting are cxm-
cerned. The magnetic system and compensating detice difk materiality, however.

The magnetic system somewhat resembles that employed in the Grm@Osborne 5/17 instru-
ment and is so Ii& as to require no float. The card has the form of a truncated cone with a
diameter at the bottom of 51 millimeters tapering upward to a diameter of 63 millimeters at the
top. This conid surface of thin sheet brass bears the card markings and h= a height of 10
rnilheters measured aIong a generat~u ehnent. It is attached to the pivot hubby fonr brass
wires. The pivot is of agate and rests in a sapphire cup mounted upon a bear@ post simdar
ta that of the instrument above described. The two bar magnets, 50 millimeters in Iength, are
suspended below the card (3o millimeters between centers] upon light wirw. The rotating
system is preventad from ~ifting off the bearing by a wire retain@-arm similar to that used in
the R. A. F. pilot’s compass.

The compensating device is mounted above the card and cons&s of two brass tubes (one
fore-and-aft, the other athwartships) of sufficient diameter to allow several cmrecting maagnet+
to be insertd The Iatter are prevented from falling out by a rotat@ brxss sleeve held in
position by a thumb nut.

This instrument is rather heaviIy damped but has a much shorter period of swing than
the pilot’s compass. The disposition of the compensating device makes it better adapted ta
mounting on certain planes. The weight of this instrument is approximately 4.9 pounds.
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OAMPBELL-SENNETTAPESIODICCOMPAS.%TYPE6fIS,MAEEII.

hong the most interesting of the more recent compasses is that developed by G. R. (1.
CamRbeIl and G. T. Bennett, of the Admiralty Compass Observator-r, Slough, England, and
kno&t as the aperiodic compass (figs. 10 and il). ‘@h instrumen~ “of the-o&lir&y ~e, a
deflection of the rotating s@zn from its position of rest is folIowed by a niotion of oscillation

—.-

of the system. In cases where the damping coefficient is small, the oscillation continues for
some time on either side of the aquihbrium position with ever diminishing ampIitude. By
increasing the damping coefIicientl however, it is possible to make the motion “aperiodic,”
i. e., the system returns to equilibrium without oseillatiog. The CampbelI-Bennett compass is
designed to possess this characteristic. The foIlowing description is intended to give an idea

of the important features of the instrument:
_—-
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Fm. 10.-CwnPkILBenneRnwbdk mlqw$~m$
Mark II.
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FIG. 11.431uPbel-BennAt 8@cdic COIUWS Tyw $/I&Mark II.

Referring to @ure 11, the rotating element is seen to consist of a “spider” of eight wires
radiating from a main hub member at the center of which the agate pivot is mounted (pivot
point is in the plane of the wires). ThESS wires me of brass or copper, have a diameter of

-—

—.-
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appr&mately 0.+t7 millimeter, and

ADVISORY-COMMI!13!EEFOE AERONAUTICS.

extend along the radii of a circle approximately !)0 milli-
meters in diftmeter. The wirea are ~ually spiced, Sheehmetal letters attached to ~he proper
wires designati the cardinal points. The six bar magnets are suspended in suitalde frames
below the” spider,” three at either aide of the pivo~. The end pieces of the suspension frames
supporting these magnets are triangular in ahape ~d hold each set of three maggets ,SC that
the individual bam are approxiniately 7 millimete~ between centers. The.object of a rots,ting
element constructed in this way is obvioudy to bring about the condition of high damping
resistance without appreciably increasing the moment of inertia of the system,

The pivot of the rotating element mate upon a sapphire cup held at the top of an adjustable
bearing post, which is mounted centrally upon a bridge member spanning the diaphragm
expansion-base of the bowl. The jewel cup itself rests upon a small piece of cork which acts
as a cushion. Jn one of the models (&. 10) the pivot is prevented from leaving the cup bmring
by means of a flanged ring attached to the bearing post and overhanging a amahr ring ~orming
part of the magnet frame. In a second model (fig. 11) a hood-shaped member extends down-
ward directly above the center of the rota’t@ element from a wire bridge forming tlm lubber-
line and spanning the top of the bowl.

The bowl is of brass, cylindrical in form, and hti a depth of 52 millimeters and a maximum
inaide diameter of approximately 136 millimeters. A miniature electric bulb is attached at one
side and projects its rays through a ground-glass window in the side so as to tiuminak tho
interior of the container. A fler plug is provided at one side. lit addition to the exprmsion
base a series of three diaphragm boxw to care for ~quid expansion is attached underneath the
bowl. The bowl is covered by a glass crystal 117 millimeters in diameter which is surmounted
by a rotatable bearing plate with four parallel wires extending in a north-south direction and
spaced approximately 20 millimeters apart. The bearing plate is graduated in 2° intermds,
with each 10° interval numbered and with the cardinal points lettered. .

Three lugs spaced at equal angular intervals around the base of the bowl rest upon shock-
absorbing washers of fibrous material mounted. upon cylindrical holIow pedestals screwed h“
a circular base casting of aluminum. The above-mentioned shock-absorbhg washers care for
vertical vibrations, while spiral brass springs inside the cylindrical pedestals arc+attached k
bolts from the mounting lugs -~o ~ to relieve horizontal vibration. A vertical compensating

- pillar threaded into the base E drilled with two series of holas (one .forc-and-aftj the ohm
athwartships) in which the small compenaathg ma=~ets may be placed at suitable distances
from the magnetic elemant to provide the necessary compensation. A brass sleeve slides
over the compensation tube and serves h hold the magnets in place.

The instrument as dmmibed weighs 6 pounds. It requires about 15 seconds for the
magnetic system to come ta rest after a deflection of 45° from the equilibrium position,

DESCRIPTIONS OF FRENCH COMPASSES.
A~RONAUTIQUEMILITAIRECOMPASS-NONCOMPENSATED TYPE.

The Vion A6ronautique 3Glitaire compass (W. 12) is of the noncompensated type. This
instrument is liquid damped (alcohol m~ture) and has a horizontal card. The lat tcr, in th~
form of a ring of composition material reaembhg hard rubber, has a diameter of 70 millimeters
and bears luminous marldngs at 10° intervak, ti~ numerab of luminous material at tho 30°
points. The letteis marking the cardbd pohits are also luminous. The oard is carried on a
float chamber with two magnets inclosed k brass tubes attached to the under surface. The
hardened alloy pivot is mounted upon a bridge membw spanning the diaphragm expansion
base of the bowl, w,hile the sapphire CUP iS set ~ R rec=ed Catity h tie lower surface of the
float. The diap~agm base is protecti from mecha~cal ~jury by a metal cap which covers it.

The bowl haa a depth of 46 millimeters ~d ~ ~tide diameter of 92 millimeter, thus
allowing a clearance of 11 millimeters betwe~ tie card and the wall of the bowl, A lubber-lino is
suitably mounted in the bed. A tapped and plugged fllkr hole in the aide allows for replen-
ishment of the liquid when leakage occurs or bubbles form. A nickeled rim divided in d~e~
and properly marked surmounts the bowl. An adjustable index sliding along the rim is pro-
vided for the convenience of the pilot in setting his course.

*
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The suspension of this instrument is by means of gimbak and an ordina~ yoke mounting
bracket. The compass is constructed Iargely of brass and vmighs about 3.3 pounds. It has
a period of approximately 17 seconds and damping constant of 9.

A!tEOXAmQUE LimJTAEtE I COW ASS-COMPENSATED TYPE.

The A6ronautique blihtaire I compass (&. 13] is one of the mos~ recent of the French
instruments. It is of the liquiddamped (aIcohol mixture), horizontal-card type. Vertical
reading is made possible by use of the prism seen in the dh.uhation.

The card, in the form of a mica ring 75 millimeters in diameter, bears two sets of divisions,
one set erect for direct reading and tie other set inverted and reversed for observations though
the prism. The divisions for direct reading are sptwed at 5° intervals with munerals at the ‘
20° points vihile the divisions for prism readings are spaced at 2+0 intervde with numerals
at the 10° ‘points. The cardinal points are marked tith tiOUS ~t~.

The card is mounted on a float chamber of usual design with two ma.guets attached to the
lower surfam as in the instrument previoudy dw.x-ibed. This comp= differs from the former .

.
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Vion instrument, however, in that the pivot (jewel in brain stem) of this model h mo~ted
in B recessed cavity in the lower %oat &face, while the cup of the former type was carried by
the float. The jewel cup is held upon a rubber cushion in a socket upon a bearing post mounted
at the center of the bowl base.

The bowl has a depth of 37 millimeters and an inside diameter of 106 milkneters. A
shelf extending from the wall of the latter bears the luminous lubber-line. A nickeled rim
divided in degrees and properly marked surmounts the bowl and observation glass. An
adjustable index sliding inside the rim is provided for the convenience of the pilot in setting
his cm.rse. A filler hole passes through the bowl base and at one side of the latter a gro~d-
glass window is set directly above a miniature lamp held fi its socket upon a protective cover
plate just below the base. This plate which is screwed b a -O extension of the bowl eISO
covers the diap@gm =panaion chamber with -which the instrument is equipped.

A vertical slotted compensation cohmm fast~ed centrtiy upon the protective cnver plate
carries two adjustable sliding collars in which the correcting magnets are secured. ‘Ilk COm- .,
pensating device is covered by a tube threaded to a colhm on the cover plate.

The compass bowl ~ts in a modiing ring provided wit.h.tio hubs which me supported
upon rubber shock-absorbing disks tied upon the arms of a yoke mounting-bracket.

The cmapass as described has a period of approximate~y 16 seconds and a dampm @n-
stant of 7.5. Its weight is approximately 6 pounds.
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MAUVE COMPAS%NONCOMPENSATED TYPE.

The Mauve noncompensated compass (fig. 14).& of the liquid-damped (alcohol fiture)
horizontal-oard type. The card, having a diameter of 55 *~~~, marked witl~ no~~inous. .

FIG. 1$.-M8urI3~WS, n~-te.d tyPe-

m~terial and with cirmun.ferential divisions placed at 5°
intervals, is carried by a smaIl float member. Tha sap-
phire bearing cup is set in a small recessed cavity at Jho
under side of the float and rests upon a hardened alloy
pivot mounted centrally upon a bridgo mcmbor extending
across the bottmn of the bowl. Two ?mw rnagnots 50
millimeters in Iength and attached to the underside of the
float serve as magnetic elements.

The bowl is hemispherical (90 millinmte~ diamot.er)
with an mpansion diaphragm base. A tapped and plugged
filIer hole pasms through the side of the bowl. No fixed
lubber-line or graduated bowl rim is provided, but a smnll
adjustable ind~ slides in a circular path abovo the crystal
to any desired setting.

The bowl is suspended by means of six coiled wire
springs, three at.either side of the instrument find attached
at the extremities of a brass yoke-shaped mounting-bracket.

The instrument described weighs 1.7 pounds, has a period o~ approxbately 25 seconds and
a damping coefficient of 10...-

MLUVECOMPASS-COMPENSATEbTYPE.

The Mauve compensated compass (fig. 15) is liquid damped (alcohol mixture) and so
ocmstructed that the card may be directly read either horizontally or vertically. The tap or
horizontal card surface of the cylimlrical float,
upon which the luminous graduations are
marked @ 10° intervals against a black back-
ground, has a diameter of 70 millimeter.
The cylindrical vertical card surface of the
float 18 millimetam in height bears simi-
lar markings to be observed through the
opening in the side of the bowl. The two
cylindrical magnetized bars approximately
60 millimeters in length are suspended 26
millimeter between centers at the lower side
of the float. The latter carries in a suitable
cavity a sapphire cup and is supported by a
hardened alloy pivot upon which the cup
rests.

The vertical surfaces of the sheet brass
cylindrical bowl serve as a protective housing
for a heavy glass ring (3* millimeters in
thickness, 40 millimeters in height, and with
an inside diameter of 86 milhmeters) which
surrounds the card. This ring reste on a
gasket at the bottom of the metal bowl and
is olosed at the top by the glass crystal which
also rests on a suitable gasket rendering the
joint free from leaks. The card is visible

. .
Fm. Ih–lfawe mmpesq wmpcndcd type.

~hrough the ghss ring which is exposed to view at either side through an opening in iho protec-
tive bowl housing. The corrugated expansion base of the bowl is also wvered by this housing
and the fdler hole is tapped and plugged in the base. The bowl is provided with a rim divided
iu degrees along which a sliding index and index bar are adjusttible as desired by the pilot.
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The vertical cyhdrical cornpeDs&g shaft 150 millimeters long is mounted centrally at
the base of the bovd and has two Wing blooks each carrying two compensating magnets ver-
tically adjustable upon it. The compensating detice is covered by a protective cap of ahmi-

.

num held in place by a hex-nut threaded to the lower extremity of the compensating shaft. -

The mounting bracket’ of ahuninum is yoke shaped
and is festemii h the bowl by means of fom,brssa springs
at each side.

The instrument weighs approximately 2.4 pounda, and
has a period of about 24 seconds.

DEVBIDSKNOGO~E1’ COMPASS

The DeVriea and ~urbet Iiquiddamped (aIcohol
mixture) compssa (ilg. 16) is of the combination hori-
zontal and ~erticd card type. The horizontal surface
of the float (55 millimeter diameter) ia marked at 10°
intervaIs -with Iuminous material, while the cylindri-
cal vertical surface (13 millimeters height) bears similar
markings which may be viewed from either side of the
bowl through the ghiss ring which serves as a part of
the liquid container. A huninous lubber-Iine consist-
ing of a wire of small diameter is placed at the center

I . ---- —- . ..- 1

of the observation opening. The

-a

.—

—

ikit is of tie USUSI form for @ fie of compass and is mounted u~n a h~en~d ~OY _
pivot extending upward from a bridge member above the expansion bowl base to support
the sapphire cup member of the flotat.

The glass crystaI caps the glass ring conta@er (7o millimeters inside dhuneter), the joint
being made tight by a Suitablo gasket. A second gasket is provided at tie b=e of tie boW~, -.

to! serve se a seat for & ring. Two adjustable circdar

FIO.17.-TIM ‘WncdqI ncompass.

fi-&ng indices 180° apart are provided for the use of the
piIot in course setting.

The pmtactive bowI housing surround.irg the gkss con-
tainer ring is of sheet metxd and has two hubs attached
diametrically opposite each other by which the instrument
is Suspaded. These hubs carry at their outer extremities
the shock-absorbing suspension devices, each of which cxm-
sists of four smaII compression springs radiating at 90°
intervaIs from the hub and attached in the circular open-
ingg found at the -tremities of the ahminum yokeshaped
mounting bracket.

This instrument is provided with a device int+mded
for compensation. It consists merely of a short brass tube
attacihed to the base of the bowl and slotted to hold the
small compensation maggets in position along two =es
90° apart. The compensation tube has a threaded section

-

-T—.

.-

at its lower extremity and a knurled cap is supposed t; draw the slotted sections of the tube
together and thus to clamp the magnets in place. The amount of compensation is regulated

-—.—

by the number, length, and location of magnets used.
This instrument weigha 1.7 pounds and has a period of approximately 15 seconds.

THE‘MONODEP”COMPASS.

The “lfonodep” dry or air damped oornpsss (@. 17) has seve.d interesting features
which deserve mention. In place of the usual cyhndrical ahaped magnetic eknents, this instru-
ment is equipped with two vary thin magnetized plates mounted parallel to each other, with
flat surfaces vertical, upon a vertical spindle with lower jeweI pivot bearing. The cti is *o
mounted a short distance below the upper extremity of the spindle and the latter is supportid

#
—
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near its upper end_by a brass frame qecured to the c~mpass bowl. The spindIe oarriee at i~
upper end above the card a small pinion which mates with the second pinion of a train of four
small geara connecting with a small spindle hol&ng a horizontal rotating mm with a black
oircular disk at its extremity. The gear train multiplies fmy motion of thd magnetic element
and card relative to the bowl so that the circular disk index executes a movemcmt just four
times as great as that of the card.. In this manner the movements of the magnetic ebment are
m@ed so that greater precision may be obtained in the compass readings.

The card is 65 millimeters in diameter, divided into 360° and with no figures or letters
except those at the cardinal points and a red star to mark the north point.

The braw frame upon which the mechanism is mounted is securely fastened into an ahuni-
num alloy bowl. with a glass top surmounted by a circle divided into 90 equal part& ibarked ●

at 10° intwwda from O to 90°. The bowl is swung in gimbals with a suitabIe yoke ‘shaped
mounting bracket of aluminum alloy.

Mounted at the center of the glass top is a cylindrical brass box containing tho reduction
train which accounts for the motion of a transparent cslhdoid pointer with a star at ita extremity

Fm.I&—Fav6 dr damped oomm.

_underneath the ghss. This celluloid
pointer movm &ough an angle of f)~ “
when the brass index-blind pointer to
which it is connected above tho glass is
moved by the pilot through an angle of
360°. The compass is so constructed
tha{ one of the cardinal poin~s_ of _the
card Iiw opposite the lubber-lino when
the index points h the 0-90° point of
the exterior divided circle of the instru-
ment.

In establiahigg a definite compass
course the brass pointer is turned until
the star on the celluloid pointer holds a
position directly above the place which
the north marking of the card should
occupy. The brass index-blind pointer
will then be in a position directly over the
circular disk index. Any deviation from
this setting will be shown by a movement
of the index equal to four times the move-
ment of the card. It is thus seen that

the pilot, in reading his compass, notes the quadrant in which the star or north point on the
card is located and reads from the exterior divided circIe the exact point indicated by the index
and the brass marker which is directly above it,

The instrument, complete, weighs 1.2 pounds.

FAVfiAIS-DAMPEDCOMP~.

This compass (@. 18), conceived by the French hydrographic engineer Faw5, is without a
doubt one of the most beautiful and delicute examples of the instrument makers’ art. It is
of the dry or air damped type and is designed for sertice on lightar-than-air craft.

The main rotating element is made up of a skillfdly formed and balanced spider of slender
drawn gkiss or quartz threads radiating from a cenrtgtl hub upon which the magnetic element
is mounted. The threads radiate aa generatrices of three different surfaces. The &t is a
horizontal plane surface (150 millimeters in diameter) in which the 12 bar magnets are also
tied in a suitable frame. The seoond surface is that of a cone with its apex near the bearing
and with an apex angle of approximately 60°, wide the third surface is also that of a cone
with its apex similarly placed, but with an apex angle of approximately 30”. The threads
of the three surfaces are held in place by other threads forming circular rings and attached to
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the element threads by minute beads. This system moving in the smunding air furnishes the
damping effecfi.

One element of the horizontal surface lying parallel to the rnagneti, and thus aIong the
meridiam, is more rugged than the others and has the point and ta.iI of an arrow attacihed at the
respective extremities of the spine and pointing toward the north and south magnetic poles.
T’his rotating system is mounted on a jewel bearing (jewel cup on card, alloy pivot on poet) at
the centar bearing post, which is provided with a device sidar to that found in transit mm-
passes for Iifting the rotating psrfi when not in use from its bearing and aga!nst a guide. rod
extending from the crystal. This lifting device is operated by a lmurled thumb nut mounted at
the side of the case. The IT-S element of the system extends to within about 1 millimeter from
a horizontal annuhr disk attached to the sides of the bowl and bearing the scale divisions
marked by degrees from O to 360.

The bowl, which is covered by a glass crystal, has an inside diwneter of 178 rnilhnetem
and depth of 100 millimeters. The instrument is mounted in gimbals as shown. It weighs
5.4 pounds, has a period of 9 seoon&, and a damping coeffici~”t of 5.

DESCRIPTIONS OF GERMAN COMPASSES
KAISERLICEEM=ni KO~-.

The KaiserIiche mafie kompass (fig. 19) has a horizontal card (100 roillimetws diameter)
on a cylindrical float 65 millimeters in diamet~ and 19 millimeters deep. A jewd CUPmo~ted

in a oavity in the lower surface of the float rests upon an alloy pivot on a spring supported by a
bearing post extending from a bridge member at the base. Two flat bar maggets me attached at

the bottom of the float. The card is graduated in 5° intervals with distinctive mdings for
the card.imd points. On the inner surface of the bowl me four black h= (on white) at 90°
intervals. These Iinss are repeated as white marlm on the outer ring which holds the g~ass in
phce.

The bowl is cyhndrical (135 millimeters in dkmets and 65 millimeters deep) and contains
alcohol as a damping liquid. At the bottom is a weighted cap oarrying a smaII electric Iamp at
its center. me b~e of the bowl is formed by a corrugated metal expansion diaphragm. h the .
centar of this diaphragm is a circular glass window through which light from the Limp enters
the bowl. Internal reflection in tie bowl protides Sufficient illtiation for the face of the
Cm’d.

A unique feature of the instrument is an index pointer mounted on the card, which may be
set from the outside. A plunger, with a Imob on the outside and a cogged disk on the tilde
end, is heId in a packing box through the center of the glass. By pr&ng down on the Imob,
the cogged disk is engaged in a similar disk on the pointer. At the same time a stiff spring
under the pivot is compressed and the float is lowered unti a cogged rim around the cup engages

. ..

—

.—
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a similar ring on the pivot support. Then the pointer may be set by turning the knob whiIo the
mrd remains stationary.

The bowl is hung in heavy gimbals mounted in a yoke which is pivoted so as to l.)oadjustable
upon the supporting bracket. The yoke carries an index line and a clamping screw, and tho

FIa.Z1.-Luddph~ee kompm L

bracket a scaJe markqd from +10 through O to – 10.
The slotted compensating magnet column extends
downward from the supporting bracket to which it is
attached and hm two sliding collars adjuet.ablo
vertically for holding the correcting magnets. A
detachable sheet-metal cover protects the compen-
sating magngts.

The period of this instrument is about 25 mconds.
Its weight is 6.4 pounds.

Lurm~P13hthiEE K0MPA55 L

The Ludolph compass (~. 20) is of the liquid-
damped (alcohol mixture) type. The float is cylindrical
in shape, qb~gt 70 millimeter h diameter and 85 milli-
meters in depth, and bears a beveled projecting rim

. around the lower edge. Four magnets in the form of
cylindrical rods are attached at the bottom of the fiat. The-upper face, f&rning tho horizont al
curd, is graduated in 10° intervals with the cardinal points ma~~ed and ‘lettercd~ Tlm vertical
face of the hat bears two identical scab graduatid at 5° interv~s from O to 360. Tho lower
scaIe is on the beveled rim and the upper scaIe is separated from it by a coloretl band, red for
the north and blue for the south half- of the scal~~ The
pivot, which is of alIoy, is supported by a small brass post
at the bottom of the bowl. A. sapphire cup is set in the
float.

The bowl is hemiepherical in shape (about 12~_milli-
metera in diameter and 80 millimeters in depth) with a
rectangular projection at the side, 70 millimeters wide and
50 milhnetere deep, which is covered by a glass observation
window. At the bottom of the bowl is a metal diaphragm
chamber to compensate for expansion of the damping liquid.
A * hole with a threaded plug, and a small circular
window over which a lamp may be attached are found on
the bowl. The horizontal face beam a scale around the.rim
graduated at 5° intervals, and ab the center of the glass is
pivoted a metal pointer. The inside of the bowl is painted
white and bears two lubber-lines, a black mark for the hori-
zontal face of the card and a black wire for the vertical
face.

No provision is made for attaching comp&eating
maegfets. Two smalI eagle brackete at the top of the
bowl are used for mounting the compass. The compass
weigh 2.9 pounds.

The Ludolph armee kompass II is simiIar to th~instru-
ment just described but iasomewhat larger. ‘l?hebowlis about
135 millimeters in diameter and 90 millimeters in depth.

s~~~ AUMEEKOMPAW ItI.

.

The Sendtner armee kompass III (fig. 21) is of the liauiddam~ed (alcohol mixture),
horizontal-card type. The card (85 millime~ere diameter) gra~uated in-lOO intwvals is carried
by a float of usual design. The cardinal points of -the card are distinctively marked and let-
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tered. IVumer& are found at the 30° points. An alloy pivot is carried in ,an indented cavity
in the lower surface of the float while the jeweI cup upon which the pivot reds is supported
upon a post with spring shock-abmrb~ cup socket at its upper end. The magnetic idementa
are sealed inside the float chamber.

—— .

The bowl is cylindrical, 115 mdhrneters in diameter and 60 milli.metem deep. A metal
pointer, pivoted at the center of the gk=, maybe set to any desired a@e as indicated.by a
.waIe graduated at 10° intervals on the rim of the bowl. The interior of the bowl is painted
white and bears four black lubber-Iinea under the 90.0 points of the exterior scale. The base
of the bowl is formed by a metaI diaphragm in the center of which is set a ground-ghma window.

—

A heavily weighted cap containing an electric Iamp covers the base. Two fkible wires from
the lamp lead to binding posts on the supporting yoke.

—

The gimbal suspension of the bowI is mounted in a yoke which is adjustabla upon the
bracket support. A grooved compensation cohm.n with adjustable slidera holding the cor-
recting magnets is mounted below the bracket.

!17hisinstrument has a period of approximatdy 25 seconds.’ Its weight is 4.S pounds.

PFADFINDEE ARMEE KOMPASS ItL

The Pfadfmder armee kompass III (@. 22) is of Iiquiddamped (alcohol mixture) type
with a horizontal card. The card (84 &llimeters
in d.kmeter) is graduated at 10° intervals, with
distinctive markings for the cardinal points. It
is fastened t.a a float to which are attached two bar
magneb incssed in copper tubing. An alIoy pivot
on the float rasts in a jewel cup set on the end of
a bearing post attached to a spider at the bottom
of the bowl.

The bowl is about 120 millimeter in diameter
and 70 millimeter deep. Its base consists of a
metal diaphragm covered by a weighted cap. A rim
graduated at 10° intm-vals is set around the glass
face of the bowl. b this rim is SISOa Iamp socket.
At the center of the glasa is pivoted a movab~e

.
pointer. The interior of the bowl is painted white
with four black wire lubbeAines set under the 90”
points of the exterior scaIe.

The bowl is suspended in a gimbal ring mounted
upon a“ yoke. bracket support. To this bracket

—

FiG. ‘2Z-PfadRnderarrowkomp%s III.

is- F&o at.~ached the compe~~ation column carrying the correcting magnets in slit@ mlIars
of the usual form. A protective case surrounds ‘tie compensat~ d%ce.

This instrument weighs 5.5 pounds.
..—

PFADFNDERAI?MSEKOMPASSIV.

The Pfadfinder armee kompass ~T (&. 23), a I.iquiddamped (aIcohol nixture) compass,
has a combination horizontal and vertical card. The float with card markings upon it is cylin-
drical and about 70 millimeters in diameter by about 23 millimeters in depth. The magnetic

—

elements are sealed inside the f?oat chamber. The horizontal face bears graduations at 10°
.

—

intends, with special markings and letters for the cmd.inal pointi. The vertical face is beveled
from each edge inward toward the center. upon this face are two identical scaks graduated
at 10° intervals from O to 360°. The scales are separated by a colored band, blue horn the
O to the 180° scale divisions and red for the remainder. The bearing is formed by an sIIoy
pivot attached in a cavity in the lower float surface and resting upon a sapphire cup supported
by the uaual form of bearing post with spring shock-absorbing socket.

.

—
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The cylindrical bowl is 105 mil&&ers ,in diameter and 85 xeters in depth. The
bottam is formed by a diaphragm expansion covering, On the curv-ed surface of the bowl am
a fler hole with threaded plug, and a window for viewing the vertical face of the card. Tho
horizontal glass observation window is held in place by a metal ring graduatid from 0° to 360°
at 10° intervals. This “ring also conths the lamp socket. A movable pointer is pivoted at
the center of the glais. The inside of the bowl is painted white, Two black wires, 180° apart,
serve as lubber-lines for both faces of. the card. ._. _

The support cQnsists of a bracket, one end of which is for&ed into a c~cular plate with a
clampiqg ring by which the compass bowl ie held in place. On the lower side of the plate

-,

FM.2&-Pfadtlndcrarmeekompu IV.

an aluminum bar projects, holding the compensating magneb. & aluminum caso protects
these magnets. There are two binding posts on the bracket, connected by wires to the}a.mp
socket.

This instrument has a period of approximately 25 seconds and weighs 3.2 pounds.

PFADFINDEEKOMPASSFURAVI.ATIK.

A compass-of the liquiddamped type is ilhstrated in figure 24. The unusual form of bracket
is used to mount the Wmpms upon a vertical meqle~ of the airplano structure remote from
disturbing mt+gnetic influences. The instrument may be mounted in the wing, as shown ,
in @e 25. .The support consists of a large aluminum bra~et carr@g an aluminum bowl. .
The~ibal ring, in wfich the compass is swung, is hmg in this bowl by means of spring suspen-
sions, which can be clearly seen in figure 24.

The horizontal card is 73 millimeter in diameter and is graduated at 5° intervals. The
cardinal and 45° points are marked by black tiiangl=, with the exception of the north point,
which is marked by a red arrow. The card is attached ta the. top of the float, in which aro
mounted two magnets. A sapphire cup on the float .reets on an alloy pivot, which is supported
from the base of the bowl. Alcohol is used as the damping liquid.

The compm bowl is cylindrical, about 110 millimeters in diameter and 75 millimeters
deep. The base is formed by a metallic diaphragm pierced by a hole wti_ch comccts the bowl
with a flat expansion chamber of corrugated metal. A heavy lead disk forms a protecting cap.
At one side of the bowl is a - hole stopped by a threaded plug.
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The ~ace of the bowl shows an interesting departure from the usual practice. A fhcl.
glass carries the lubber-line, a bhmk radird line which is continued down on the inside of the
bowl. Above the tied glass is a second .ghss set in a brass ring, which is graduated in singIe
degrees from O to 360. A red rad.kd Ii.ne extends from the center of this ghss to the zero point
of the swde. GISSS and ring may be turndm as a unit by means of two brass knobs on the ring.
Outside of the movable ring is a metal ring, carrying an
index mark directly over the lubber-line. This ring may

be chmped by means of two screws with long project-
ing heads set 90” away from” the index mark. C!Iarnping
this ring also .cknps the movable ring.

This instrument has a pefiod of about 25 seconds.
It weighs 4.9 po”imds with the mounting bracket.

REMOTE INDICATING M4D REMOTE CONTROL COMPASS.

Among the most interesting of foreign aircraft instru-
ments is the Bamberg remote indicating and remote con-
trol compass (figs. 26 ta 31, inchsive). In this compass
arrangement we &d an ingenious design in which clifE- .

culties due to disturbing magnetio influences from the
RQ.Z&—W~DIOmt@cdulMP&s%

motor and eIsewhere are avoided, by locating the magnetic compass ehmmnt at a position
remote from these conditions which ordinarily present such a serious obstacle to @e proper
functioning of the instrument. Intanded for use on the larger typas of aircraft, the Bamberg
compass system serves as a means of control between the navigator or observer and the piIot
whose position in the aircraft may be at some distance from the navigator’s station.

Tle magnetic mmpatw.—llhe ~mnetic compass upon which the system depends~for its
indications is a comparatively heavy liquid-fllIed type mounted in gimbals and having a period
of 25 seconds. The compass bowl has an intide diameter of 145 dlimeters and is equipped
at its base with an expansion chamber consisting of two ffexible metallic diaphragm boxes.

The magnetic element is of the float type, but instead of a card graduatad in the ordinary
manner it carrias a metal disk cut in such a shape as to act es a blind in regulating the passage +
of rays of Iight. projected upward from the base of the compass bowl by two 8-volt electric .
lamps attached diametrically opposite each other (figs. 28 and 30]. The light rays from each

.—.. .. —.—-— . .

FE&28.-Eeimote Indfmtbg andrmte eontrd eaqam (-ta euttit.)

lamp are focused by a lens upon a correspond@ seltiu Ca inc~ed in a water-tight. bridge
member which SpMM the top of the bowl (&s. 28 and 30). The lamps are made ~j&~b]e
in their sockets to SJIOWfor varying their distuce from the lenses.

Selenium celk.—n= s~enium w~ haw tie property that their dedrhd resistance

varies with changm in the hte~ity of th @ght wtich falls upon them. ‘llms, with the magnetic
element carry@ the b~d in a c@~ @tion r~ati~e ~ the hwl boti @ht cones are eclipsed
and the two selenium cells remain in darkness. If, however, the compass bowl is rotated

___
.-
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Fm.27.-lWmote lndicetlng end nwuoteonntrd mrnpem. (hmgnet[c wmpess IxIhcu.dng.}

* . . ..—_.—
... . .. ,,.---------a

Fm.Z%.-Rmnotahdlcdng endremoteamtroloompesa.(ACngnetIc
oomREesremovalfromhouehg.)

Fm. 29.-Remotefndlmthuqrd Kanotecatrcd Oomw%(Wklm
rmmngement.)
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through a certain angle, one of the light cones remains eolipsed while the other is uncovered so
that its rays fall upon the selenium cell above it.. This Iowerg the resistance of the illuminated
celI by an amount which is dependent up to a certain limit (vihen one light becomw completely
unccrrered) upon the angle through which the compass bowl has been turned relative to the
maggetic element.

The sekmium ceils form two arms of a Wheatatone bridge, the remaining mms consisting
of resistances mound upon slate cards (figs. 29 and 31). bent is supplied either frorq a
batta-y or a direct current wind-driven generator. A small deviation from the indicated
course unbahnces the bfidge, which is indicated to the pilot by the deflection of the bridge
galvanometers located in the pilot’s cockpit.

Come indicator or controlboz.—The navigator is equipped with a course indicator or control
box (shown in ~. 26) which he USESin controlling the direotion of flight. The pilot (es well
as any other occupant of the aircraft) may also be equipped with one of these indicators. The
mechanism is inclosed in a
small wooden box with a glass
window in its upper side,
through which the pilot or
navigatnr observes a dial
graduated with a scale similar
to an ordinary compass card.
~ black lubbdine is painted
on the ghws for use as a refer-
ence point. The meohanism
consists simply of a train of
geara which connect a hand
crmk to the dial and also to
a spindle equipped with con-
nections for flexible shafting.
The gear ratio is such that
one complete turn of the crank
causes the fkible shafting
spindle to make two complete
revolutions vihile the indicat-
ing dial turns through an
angle of 6°.

Gbnpass control.-The
oourse indicators in the air-

7
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Fm. X!.-Remote IndIcaHng ad rwmte control campas?.. (View of WL brim and rdst-
snrn elemeds.)

phme are connected to each other and in turn to the compsss itmdf by mems of lengths of
special flexible shaft~o, so that aII the indicatoti are set aimndt,aneously and in the same
manner as the compass bowl itself.

The flexible shafting vvbich extends back to the compass bowl is connected with the latter
through a worm d mat~m gear (~. 28), which function in such a manner as b cause the main
yoke suspension of the compass bowl, which is integraI with the worm gem, to rotate as the
ffexible shafting turns. The &otricaI connections from the movable elements of the compass
are brought to the &ced elements through commutator rings with corrmponding brushes as
shown in @res 29 and 31.

Operation of tileinsta17aJion.-Let us fit assume that the.outfit is so installed in the airoraft
that both sehmium cells am in darkness when the indicators show the airoraft to be directed
rilong the north and south magnetic meridian. In this position the bridge circuit fl be balanced
and the pointer of the pilot’s gahnometer or steering gage (shown in fig. 26) will be in its
neutral position. Any deviation from this north-south course fl become apparent by a
change in position of the pointer of the steering gage, which wilI turn cloolmrise or counter-
olockwise,according to whether the heading of the aircraft changes to the right or to the left.
Thus by watching this instrument the piIot is able to hold to the course.

—.-
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Now, let us assume that the natigatar wishes h change the course by an angle of 16°.
By rotating the crank of his course indicator or control box &til the @al sho~ys a change of 15°
in the desired direction he also turna the other indicators in the aircraft and at the same time
the bow~ of the compass. This causes one of the selenium cells (both cells turning with the bowl)
to receive a great& illumination than the other, the b~ance of the bridge circuit is destroyed and
the pointer of the steering gage before thi pilot changes from its neutral position to a new position
showing in which direction he must rudder in order to follow the new course. The amount
of this turning is indicated roughly up to a certain degree (about 26° when one light is completely
uncovered) by the angle through which the pointer turns,

In case an accident occura so that the aircrtdt isout of control during a period long enough
for it to assume a heading differing by 180° from thtit of the proper course, the pilot is able to

REY TO WJBINCJ DIAGRAMOF THE REMOTE INDI-
CATING AND REMOTE CONTROL COWA=

;
(Refer to figure S1.)

}
Connectors forbat@ry or generatorwires.

G(s) .~Ord*r’””- ,.

Ponnectm for pilot’s 6teering gage. “

Clmunuktor connection leading ta the ro-

1

tatin.g compasa bowl so se to provide
electrical connection between the illumi-
nating elements, the seknium calls, and

.

the stationary elementsof the circuit.
Resistancesfor controlling@tivity of gal-

vanometers.

I

Bridge mm reeidtance tile.

S~enium celle with common wire lead to K. ~ =
f

kimmp:: pIying illumination to the @en-
l.. L

A (/?

FIQ.W-R* lMk8tig and l~h whOl campass. (~iIfIIg dlw~.) SC?.key tmdlagrfmr.

recognize this fad even though the pointer of his steering gage is in a neutral position, for
each turn of the aircraft to one side or the other &shmvn b-y the steering gage as a turn in
just the opposita direction.

The weight of the system is as follows:
l?olmd8.

Ma@etic mmpandbti~e ~ementi tiprohdive hoti~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0

~omweintimtim . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S.4

Pilot’f3 steering gage or galvanometers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8

Flexible shafting
.-. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,9

Total weight not including battery or generator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.1

DESCRIPTIONS OF MISCELLANEOUS COMPASSES.

The foregoing descriptions of hmrican and foreign compasses relate to repreaentativo
instruments which have been developed and plact-d on the market for use on aircraft, In
concluding this paper it may be of interest to mention briefly several of the instruments now
in the process of development, as-well as one or two types already produced but which do not
logically come under the groupings as carried out ~ the firstpart of the paper.

E~TH INDUCTOR CQMPASS.r

The following dmcription relates to the earth inductor compass which was developed by
Dr: Paul R. Heyl and Dr. ~yman J. Briggs of the. Bweau of Standards at the requcet of, and
with func@ furn~ed by, the Engineering Division, Am Service, United States Army. ‘.

The application of the earth inductor to the determination of magnetic direction ~ not
new. In magn6tic survey work, use is made of both the earth inductor and the dip circle for

1mo autbruIetidebtti to Dr. “Brfggeand Dr. Heyi.fc#the abow description of the BureauofWmiards&th Inductctwmpi.rs.
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the determination of magnetic inclination or. dip, with results of equal precision. A number
of earlier attempts have been made to use the earth inductor as a compass, but no one of these
proposed devices possessed sticient practicability to bring it into use during the recent war.

In aII previous attempts at the construction of a compass of this t~e tie current developed
in the rotating coiI, amplified if necessary, was caused to pass through a gahnometer, and the
course of the vessel judged hwm the amount of deflection produced. This instrument ditTers
from dl previous attwnpta in the following respects:

1. It employs a null method for ifs indications, and hence enjoys all the advantages of
sensitivity characteristic of ndl methods as a class.

2. A course-setting device of a novel type is empIoyed. By turning a movable dial at
the instrument board the electrical corrections of the distant revolving coil to the g@no-
meter are so arrmged that the pointer reads zero onIy when the ~essel Iies in the desired course.

“-. ..c . ——

.-. .,. ...
a -b. _

Ret.33.-E.srth incluctw compass.

3. A method is provided for eliminating the errors due to roll@ and pitching, arising from
the action of the vertical component of the earth’s field.

4. By the judicious use of iron in the core of the revolwing coil the size of the apparatus
may be sut3cient1y reduced to make it practicable of installation in an airplane.

Current is generated by the rotation in the earth’s horizontal fie~d of a cross-shaped
armature 1 (fig. 32) rotating about a verticaI axis. The vertical position of this axis is
preserved during rolling and,pitching by suspending it in the gimbtd ring .2. In the case of
installation in an airphmej power is applied to drive the armature by the cup propeller 3 act-
ing through a section of flexible shaft 4.

A four-segment commutator and four collecting brushes, spaced at 90° takeoff current
from the armature. The ekwtiomotive forces at the two pairs of brushes wiIl be functions of

‘the course folIowed by the ship. The setting of the brushes is so made that when the ship ha
in a line making m angle e with the magnetic meridian, the eIect.romotive forces at the brushes
are sin e and cos e.

Since, in general,
msine+ncose=O

iftane- —~~ the galvanqmeter reading maybe made zero in any desired course by combining,

additively or subtractively, suitable fractions or muItiples of the volt.ag~ from the two pairs
of brushes. This is done by the dhd switchboard (fig. 33).

i

2C16?-2MI

k .-

-

—

●
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A movable dial (fig. 33, a) carrying compass graduations, has on its under side two wiping
contacts, which connect with opposite, diametral points of a square resishmcc frame (fig. 33, b).
The sine brushes are. connected to the upper and lower corners of this square and tho cosine
brushm to the right and left corners (fig. 33, c). The galvrtnometer leads are connected to the.
wiping contacts above mentioned through Fmother pair of wiping cent acts and the movablo
hub which cmries the dial.

The mathematical theory of this device shows” that if a circuhtr resistance framo bc used,
the compass will be affected by an octantal error amounting at its maximum to about four
degrees. By tho use of a square resistance. frame this error is eliminated.

The armature 1 (fig. 32) is wound on each arrri ivith 500 turns No. 20 wire. The arms arc
connected in series as a closed coil winding. The brushes are of carbon. 13xperiment htis
shown that in a consecutive run of 146 hours such brushes suffer only tritling wear, and deliver
the exmt voltage necessary for the successful application of the null method.

The gimbal system 2 (fig. 32) is provided with frictional damping at t.ho bearings. lt is
found that a short, heavy, damped pendulum of this type makes an excelIent st al)ilizcr.

A modification of this instrument hm been constructed in which the rotation is produced
electrically. A small 3-phase motor is mounted on the axis of the armature. The struy field
of the motor, revolving at the same speed as the armature inducw no e. m. f. in the latter;
and the symmetrical position of the motor with r~pect to the armature prevents any twist
of the earth’s field. .

GYRtJSCOPICCOMJ!ASSE5

A magnetic compass surrounded by the unsatisfactory conditions found in service on tiir-
craft is, at best, working under great disadvantag~. Depending as i~ does upon the relatively
weak horizontal component of the earth’s ma=-etic field for its action, the instrument tit the
outset is not endowed with an actuating force of iny appreciable power. Coupled with this
disadvantage it has the. disturbing influences presented by the uncertain and more or less vari-
able magnetic fields developed by the power plant and auxiliaries of the system.

●
Among the interesting and promising substitutes for the magnetic compass is the gyro-

scopic compass. One of the obvious advantages of such an instrument is its independence of
the earth’s ma=metic field as w611M of the disturbing fields of the aircraft itielf. On the other
hand, the gyroscopic compass is necessarily larger and heavier than the magnetic compass,
more complicated in design, and costlier to construct. In the various types of gyroscopic
compasses in use cm shipboard, the gyroscopic system is not neutrally balanced, uso being made
of a gravitational couple to keep the gyroscope processing into the meridian. The system is
consequently subject to disturbing forces whenever Rc&leratio”ns are. present as on aircraft,
and these disturbance persist fbr some time after the acceleration has ceased. 13rrore from
such causes so far have proven a formidable difficulty in the dcvelopmen t of gyroscopic com-
passes for aircraft. .

A certain instrument, gyroscopic in principle, now uuder development in America consists
of a neutral gyro in the form of. a shel. sphere resting upon an air film and rotated at Rn ex-
tremely high speed by a jet of air from a small compressor; The gyro element is surrouhdcd
by a suitable spherical housing, the lower half of @ich is mounted upon a frictiomd plane so
as to be free to swivel about a vertical axis coincident with that of the iilet tube of the air jet.
The plane is made frictional practically by the leakage of air from the inlet which forms a film.
The lower half of the spherical bowl has a shallow channel cut in one side and extending hnmrd

) the top. It is the air escaping from this channel which causes the sphero to rotate. It is
intended that the sphere when once started spinning with its axis of rotation horizontal and
pointing toward the north shall maintain that position indefinitely. The action of tho channel
above mentioned is such as to cause the lower hemisphere, which is free to swivel, to always
turn into a position so that the plane of the channel is perpendicular to the axis of rotation
of the sphere.
sphere it will
tain inherent

Hence, if a compa& card is mounted in a ~ori~ontal position on the lower hen~i-
indicate the compass direction. The system above described is subject to ccr-
difficulties but presents an interesting attempt to solve the compass. problem.
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BM!OEDIN12 COMPASS.

has designed a recording compass which allows the flyer to follow the
A stylus is conmected with the rotating system in such a manner as to

&c&d upon a suitable chart, rotated by a clock movement, the deviations from the true course
both in magnitude and duration. This makes possible a subsequent proportionate correction.

DANISH AND SWISS COMPASSES.

FoIIowing are descriptions of the IC.nudsen compass and the Stoppani double pivot in-
verted compass. ‘

m.n!!sm- CO.WASS.

The fiudsen compass (Z. 34) is a Danish instrument of the liquiddamped (alcohol
mixture) type with a horizontal card. The card is marked with the 32 points subdivided into
quarter points. It is attached to a small float chamber which also carries tmo magne~ and

I

Pr13SL-Knudsen mmpnss.

+

— . — —

FIG. Sa-stoppad dmble pivot Inwted eomps.

n sapphire cup bearitqg on its lower surface. The pivot is supported on a spider near the bottom

—

—
.

.—

of th~ bowl. ‘It cons~ts of an alloy point set in a short brass rod.
The bowl is cylindricaI, 106 millimeters in dimneter and 60 mithmeters in depth with

diaphragm expansion base protected by a heavily weighted cap. A fler bole cloti by a
screw is set in the side of the bowl. The glass is heId in place by a brass riqg. Above this is a
rotatable brass rhg carrying a red and vdiite index pointer for use in course setting. Another
ring fixed to the first is graduated in single degrees from O to 360. This ring cmries a small
movable red index on its outer rim. The interior of the bowl is painted white and has two
black wire lubber-lines set 90” apart. .

The suspension consists of gimbals supported in a yoke.’ No provision is mad; for com-
pensat~ maggets or for illumination.

This compass has a period of about 17 seconds. Its weight is 3.5 pounds.

STOPP~~ DOL%LE PIVOT INVERTED COMPASS.

This compass (fig. 35) is a horizontal-card, liquid-~ed (alcohol mixture), invertd
It is des~~ed to be mounted directly above the pilot in a position as remote as possible

type.
from

-—.

.

—

disturbin~ magnetic influences. The observation glass is held in place by a ring graduated

(
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at 10° intervals at the underside of

ADVISORYCOM&tITTEEFOR AE~NAUZ’ICS.’

the bowl (120 millimeters diameter, 100 millimeters depth),
while a diaphragm expansion member covered by protective housing forms the upper ‘end.
The bowl is hung upon two hubs resting “upon the gimbal ring of the mounting bracket. A
vertieal compensating rod extends above the mounting bracket and carries two adjustable
sliding holders for the correcting magnets.

The bearing features of this instrument difler from those of the usuil types. Instiad of
the single pivot ~angement common to the majority of a.ircra.ft compasses, this instrument
is provided with two pivots (alloy), one mounted upon the inner surface of the cover-glass
below the float and the other attached to the upper float surface. The float oarries two cylin-
drical bar magnetic elements attached to the upper surface. The lower surface of the float is
indented by a cavity holding a jewel cup while the upper jewel cup is held in a socket attached I
to a vertically adjustable post, mounted on a bridge member spanning the upper bowl surface
and extending downward to meet the “upper pivot. With the double pivot arrangement it is
possible to make the buoyancy exactly neutralize the we~ht of the rotating system. This
reduces the tibrati.onal error which varies with the force exerbd on the pivot by the vibra-
tion. The double pivots also prevent the balancing oscillations of the cad with ,respect to -
the bowl.

The instrument described weighs 3.6 pounds.

,
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PART IV.

TURN INDICATORS.

llY R. C. EYLVA~DERAND E. ‘W.ROUNDS.

SUMMARY.

This part gives a brief history of the development of airplano turn indicators, with detailed
descriptions of all known types and makes. The results of laboratory and flight tests are
given for the samral available gyroscopic turn indicators.

INTRODUCTION.

The turn indicator, which tmtil recently had not come into gcncmd USO,was early roalizcd
to be necessary for flying when no objects outside the plane were visible.

A properly functioning turn indicator shows to the pilot whether the airplano is flying on
a straight course or is turning. It is not possible even when using the turn indicator to st.ccr

a perfectly straight course under all conditions, as this depends on the smoothness of tho air,
the maneuverability of the airplane, and the fact that before a turn is indicated it must
have already started. However, the use of the turn indicator combinod with the latcrtd
inclinometer and aii speed meter makes it possible for the pilot “to kocp tho airphmo in o sufe
flying attitude and to make good a desired come within fairly clos~ limi ts.

The use of inclinometer and pendulums of various types for indicating lateral oquilibrnum
of the airplane have been in use practically from the time wh~ flying was fhat begun. Whr.m
the airphne flies on a straight course, these devices serve to indicate turns about the longitudinal
axis of the machine. They do not, however, indicate a turn of the airplano from its course.

As early as 1899 a gyroscopic device for indicating angular motion was pateutcd in England
by Van Overclift. The fundamental idea of the instrum-ent is that of the modern airplano
turn indicator.

It is probable th’at the first turn indicator intended for aircraft was exphinod in principle
in a memorandum by C. C. Mason tmd Si Horace” Darwin ta the British Advisory Cumti ttco
for Aeronautics in 1912. Some experiments were made at that time, but it was not until
March, 1918, that patent was applied for on the static head turn indicator developed from-the
above principle. .Tbis instrument is now being manufactured by the British Wright Co. and
is described below.

ln January, 1917, two Frenchmen, if. de Les~”ps and R. Ccmrtois-Suffit, patentad a differ-
ential pressure instrument, using Pitot, Venturi, or other tubes placed one on each wing and as
far as possible from the plane of symmetry. This device was intended to show also tho air
speed of the airplane.

In May, 1917, J. B. Henderson applied for a patent on what seems to have-been the first
gyroscopic turn indicator. In this instrument precession of the gyro was communicated through
bevel gears to a pointer moving over a scale. .

646
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& about the same time, Smith and bdeman developed, in England, the gyroscopic
instrument described below as the Royal Aircraft Est~bIishment turn indicator.

During the war the Germans de-doped and used an electrically driven gyroscopic turn
indicator invented by Drexler. ~ detaiIed d~ription of this instrument is given in a later
paragraph.

‘ho gyroscopic turn indicators, the Sperry and the Pioneer, meat present being mszmfae-
tured in this comtry wd are described below.

~pparently the latest British turn indicator is one devised by G. H. Reid. This instru-
ment, accorc@ to available information, is of the air-driven gyroscopic type. ~ turn is shown
to the pilot by the lighting up of electric la~ps, which obtain their current t.hro~h a commu-
tating device actuated by precession of the gyro. A mercurial inclinometer is combined with
the turn indicator and a series of lamps is Iighted by the passage of current between contacts
through the mercuI y in the inclinometer tube.

11 is probable that other turn indicators ha~e been constructed, since varions methods
ha~e been suggested, such M the use of the apparent incresse of weight _on a turn and the
measurement of the difference of electrostatic potential of the wing tip. “

k general there are two types of turn indicators in use, the gyroscopic and the cliflerential
pressure types.

The gyroscopic tu& indicatar depends in principle upon the action of a gyroscope which
is mounted in such a wsy that it may precess about only one E
axis. The turning movement of the pkne causes precession
about this axis and this precession is indicated on a dial by

D

merms of a suitable mechanism.
The principle is probably best illustrated by reference to

figure 1.
The gyro wheel (A.) is mounted on an axis (B-B) which

should be athwartships and normally horizontal. The bearings
for (B–B) are in a frame (C) which is in turn mounted on the ~
axis (D-D) on bearingg in the main case of the instrument. The
axis (D–D) shodd be “m the came plane as (B-B) and should be E

mounted in the aircraft in a fore-and-aft position. The whole
~~~E 1.

Imit should be balanced about (D-D); the gyTCIsho~d be carefully bahmced about its & of .
rotation (B–B). If mounted as described above the eflsots of pitchkqq roll@ and accelera-
tions are made negligible.

TYith the gyro wdeel runn&m in the direction shown by the arrow, suppose the pl~e c~Y&”
the instrument to make a turn to the left, ss indicated by the arrow about the vertical X&
(E-E). The turn wilI cause precession of the gyro unit about (D-D] as indicated. ~ turn to
the right will cause precession in the opposite direction. Ths amount of thk prece=ion ~
controlled by a spring system and is usuaLly limited by the frame striking a positive stop.
sufficient motion and power is thus obtained for Wtuation of the indicating mechanism.

The gyro may be driven by varied means. b one type of turn indic8tor it is in the form
of a wincbdl and is driven by the air stream directly. k another type it is aotuated by air
which is drawn past the rotor by the suction of a venturi tube which is mounted in the air
stream, the gyro being mounted where convenient. In still another type the gyro is the rotor
of a small induction motor which is drimm by a fan generator mounted in the air stream.

The differential pressure turn indicatur depends in principle upon the effect of centrifugal
force developed on a turn and the &7erence b static pressure due to c~~e in altitude of tWo
static tubes mounted symmetrically on the ~treme W& of the figs, and pivotwi in such a
way as to head directly into the air stream at all tim~. The pressures are commticated
through tubing to either side of an extremely sensitive d~erentiaI pressure gage.

The action is probably best explained by the following extract from a paper by Sir Horace
Darwin entitled “The Static Head Turn hdicator for ~eroplww.”
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“In order to make the action clear, we will assume that the aeroplane is moving in a circle,
that it is not banked, and that the air tube connecting the statio heads is horizontal and points
along a radius of ,the circle. llhe forces acting on the- @in this tube are:

“ 1. Gw&ity” acting vertically downwards. As the tube is horizontal this will cause no
difference of pressure at the manometer nor cause any tendency of the air to move along tho
tube. ‘ *

“ 2. The at&ospheric pressure at the static heads. As the tube is horizontal tho pressures
at the ends of the tube are equal and in opposite directions, and no effect is produced on the
manometer.

“ 3. The pressure of the inner surface of the. tube against the air; this clearly has no effect
on the manometer.

~’4. Centrifugal force is the one remaining force which can cause a movement of tho differen-
tial manometer. The air will tend to move along the tube in an outward direction and can
only be prevented from so doing by a difference” of pressure on the two sides of the diaphragm
in the manometer. It is this di.flerence of pressure which is indicated on the manometer and
shows a right or left hand turn.

“All turns, however, are banked and this assumption is only mado h make the action
clear.

“Let us now consider a banked turn and assume that the aeroplane is banked at tho correct
angle, By the correct angle is meant an angle which causes no side slip; that is, such an angle
that the apparent direction of gravity (that is, the resultant of gravity and centrifugal forco) is
at right angles to the plane of the wings.

“Again consider ~ forces acting on the air in the tube.
“ 1. As the banking is at the correct angle, the resultant of gravity and centrifugal force

acts at right aughw to the direction of the tube and has no effect.
~’2. The prossure against the inside of the tube clearly has no effect,
“ 3. The atmospheric pressure at the two static heads is not equal; as the aoropkum is

banked, the outer end is higher up and at a place where the air is at a less prossure. Tho differ-
ential manometer ti show this difference of pressure.”

An instrument of this type is described in detail below.

AMERICAN TURN INDICATORS.+rX4.
!.>, THE PIONEZR TURN INDICATOR.

The Pioneer turn indicator is shown in figur%s 2 and 3. This instrument depends in principlo
Upori “the action, described above, of a small gyroscope which is mounted in such a way as to

. idlow precession only about an axis parallel to the longitudinal ~is of the airplane.
~ The gyroscope is driven by $ jet of air drawn into the case through a nozzle by tlm suction

produced in the throat of a double Venturi tube, figure 8, mounted in the air stream.
As with all turn indicatom of the gyroscopic type, care must be taken to mount the instrum-

ent so that effects of pitching and rolling are negligible.
Turning of the airplane about its verticaI axis is indicated by the appearance of a whita

sector in the triangular-shaped openings of the dial, A turn to the right brings this sector
into view in the right-hand openings and similarly, a turn to the left iE shown in t.ho left-band
opening.

The indicator weighs, with the Venturi tube, about 2* pounds.

DmCFUPTION.

Figure 3 shows the .,mechanism. The gyroscope (A) is mounted in the aIuminum frame (B)
which is inclosed in the case (C) of the same materiaL The brass rotor is mounted on two
short steel shafts (1)) held in brass bushings (E). The-shafts are hardened and form tho inside
races of specially &signed ball bearings. The outer race is contained in a recess of the rotor “
and consists of a steel disk taking the side thrust and a steel ring in which five threc-sixtecnths-
inch steel balls run. A brass disk prwsed inta the rotir h~lcl$ tbe outer race in place, protects
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the bearings from dirt, and serve~ to prevent loss of oil A felt coil is held between the two
bearings and acts as an oil retainer. Four hob in the thrust disk allow the lubricating oil
to pass inta the bearing.

The bearings are adjusted by screwing the bushings (E) in or out in the frame (B). The
clamp screws (G) hold the bushings in place txfter adjustment.

Od maybe added to the central reservoir through one of the stee~ shidts (D) and its bushing,
which are driied &ally. The remomd of a phg (H) in
the side of the case permits access to the oil hole.

The frame 03) is supported at each end on sets of
special bsU bearings at (J) and (K). Each bearing con-
sists of a steel disk fid a flanged ring which serve as thrust
members, the latter also serving as the inner ball race, and
a steel ring which forms the outer race. Twel-re one-eighth-
inch steel balk complete the bearing unit. ~ bearhqg
surfaces are hardened.

Both bekringa are held in position by brass plates,
the one at (J) being screwed to the frame (B), while the
other at (K) is fastened to the” cast” ahnninum frame (IL]
which is secured to the forward end of the case (Cl).

The inner race of the bearing (~ fits o-rer a brass pi
or Pivot (1.t) in the rear of the case (0. This Pivat is

- -—

. —.

.-

.

tied to co~ect with the intake port& ihe case &d ac~ as the nozzle directing the jet of air
downward onto the buckets (N) cut in the periphery of the rotor.

Precession of the gyroscope about the ti th&ugh bearings (J) and (K) is tr~mitt~d to
the indicating disk (0) by a brass shaft on the end of which the disk screws. A second bra=
disk (P) is secured to one end of the frame (B). The 50 unit is balanced about the precession

..=

.

u/

axis by mew of solder placed on this disk. h an earlier type, instead of the disk (P), a cir-

cular reservoir partly filled with liquid was used as a damping device.
A rubber-cowed stud (Q) screwed. hto the cxe (0) tits the m@e of precession.
The gyro unit and indicator are norm~Y cmtered by a bm~e SPr@ (R) -which is tied

to the gyro unit at one end, ecwntic to the b of precession, by means of a swivel and at the
other by a flat bronze spfig (S) atta~ed to the ~ CL). A s~e~ (T) chqes the posifion
of the strip (S) thus:chsnging the taion of the spti (R) ud the sensitivity of the indicator.

-..
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The main adjustment of sensitivity is provided by varying the opening of the oxhauet
valve (IJ). 1For convenience, seven positions are indicated on the dial. M7ith the valve wido
open m~ximum air flow and hence maximum speed of the rotor is obtuined. Since the pre-
cessional force depends on the speed of the rotor, this setting gives ma~inmnl scnsitivit y.

The case is made ah-tight by the use of shellac, so that all air flow is through tho nozzle.
The air intake is covered by a screen held by a cap Which may also clamp in phwc a flexible
mehd tube for draw~c dry’ air from any desired location in the airplane.

Lubrication of the rotor is described above. The precession beming (J) may l.w oiled
through a small copper tube (W) after the removal of a screw. The oil from the tube drops
into a recess (Y) atid flows inta the bearing. Removal bf the screw (Z) permits oiling of
the other bearing (K).

TESTDATA.

T7enturi mtions.-The suctions obtained from wind tunnel teats on the I?ioncer Venturi
tube with the indicator connected and its valve adjusted for maximum air flow aro given
below. All values are reduced to standard density (15.6° C. temperature and 700 millinmtcrs
mercury presmre). -. -. ..-. .— -.. -—

I I
IAIrsPAIn s~~$
I milesper hour. water.

40 1;: .: 19.b
70 27.1 -
so

.
3b9
4ho

lM 64.9

.

9
I I 1.

Indicator calibration,-The calibration of a Pioneer turn indicatar with an impressed suc-
tion of 19.5 inches of water, which corresponds to that obtained at 60 miles per hour air speed,
is given below. The exhaust valve was wide open during the tests.

I

.Li..
0.05
0.16
0.38

H%=<.
I

I

.

i
. ,—

“.

Calculations show that, the air speed being 60 milw per hour, hm.s having a radius greater
than 3.2 miles wdl not be shown.

SPEER9TURNlNDICATOR.

The Sperry Mark 1, Model A, turn indicator is shown in figures 4, 5, 6. The instrument
is of the gyroscopic type which is described in principle above.

The gyro of the Sperry instrument is driven by a jet of air impinging upon cups or teeth
cut in its periphery. The air enters through a hole in the top of the case and passes by the
gyro rotor and out of the case. through a tube directly below. This tube is conncctcd to the
throat of a double Venturi, shomu in figure 7, which h mounted preferably in the slip stream of
the propeller. The suction of the Venturi partially &vacua&-the case which is air-tight, air”
rushes through the jet, impinges upon the gyro, rotates it and passes out through the tube to
the Venturi. The flow of air is sufficient to dri-re the gyro at a high- rate of speed.

The mechanism of the turn-indicator is arranged in such a way that when a turn to the
right is made a white sector moves into view at the left of the dial, This indicates that the
pilot should apply left rudder to bring the plane back to a straight course.

Means are provided for preventing exceasiva speed of the gyro. At a certain value of the
suction a ball valve in th~ case opens and allows air to enter, reducing the vacuum and lessening
the flow of air through the jet,
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The instrument is designed to fit into a hole in the airphme instrument board, being held ●

in place by four screws. The weight of the indicator and the Venturi combined is about 2+
pounds.

DESCIUP1’IOh’.

As shown in &yre 6 the turn indicator meohanism consists of a brass rotor or gyro (~)
mounted in a east aluminum frame (B). The frrune carries a disk (C) on the upper part of
which is painted a white sector. The movement of this sector past either of two diametri-
cally opposite openings in the dial shows the direction and rougldy the magtitude of the turn.
W%en the white does not show the airphme is suppcsed to be on a straight cause. The instru-
ment does not indicate directly the direction of turn but the direction in which the pilot should
steer to correct for the turn; i. e., a turn to the ~uht caus~ a Ieft defleotiop which is made zero
by moving the rudder to the Ieft.

The gyro is carried on radial ball bearings which are lubricated by oiI-soaked cotton waste
packed in the ahuninum housings (D), holding the speciaI gyro shaft ball bearingg. The gyro
rotor is budt up of three parts riveted together. The gyro shaft, which is in one piece, is of

1- - .—.. -—- — --- .- -- ., f

FIG. 4.-SpaTY turn Indkntm.

steelwith bearings one-eighth inch diameter.

Fm. 5.-SpeiTY mechsnkm.

The side da-r of the -o is adiusted b-r means
of screws (?3) wi~h lock &ts (T}, one on each side, th; e&ls of wl%h bear &inst he enda
of the gyro shaft. The aluminum caps (G) are threaded for these adjust~@ soreys and also
serve to retain the oiI and keep out dirt and moisture.

The gyro has buckets cut in ifs periphery and is driven by the impact of a jet of air
which enters thro~~h the screened hole (E) and the nozzle (Z) and pasws out of the case
thro~h the hole (?d) ~d the valve (1~ to the throat of the Ventti tube, f@s 7. Adjm&
ment of the valve (.1~ regulates the flow of air and consequently the sensitiveness of the instru-
ment. The valve may be closed and” the instrument shut off if desired.

The gyro frame is carried fore-and-aft on steel pivot and cup precession bearingg, the
pivot (K) beirg ilxed to the back of the case (R) and the pivot (N) to an aluminum bridge
(0) which is placed across the front of the case opening. (N) is adjustable and is locked in
place by a oheck nut. The gyro mechanism can easiIy be removed from the case as a unit,
mshowninfigure6.

The gyro ia normally held in position by the spring (S), which is so mou@ed that its
tension increases as precession takes place. Too great a motion is prevented by the rubber-
covered~arma (T) striking the bridge (0).

——
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The sensitivity is not adjustable except by installing a spring of different characteristics.
Protection against suction which would cause excessive gyro speed is provided by a ball

valve at (P), figure 4, which automatically allows air to enter the case through the hole (Y)
when its evacuation reaches a certain predetermined value, thereby maintaining a shady flow
of air and preventing racing of the gyro. The steel ball is held against its seat by a small helical
compression spring. & soon as the difference betw&n atmospheric prwsmre and that inaide
the case exceeds the strength of the spring the ball moves upward, air rushes in and the differ-
ence in pressure tends to reduce to its former value. __

a
TEW7 DATA.

Venturi su&m.-The suctions obtained from the wind tunnel twts on the Sperry Venturi
tube with the indicator connected and running at fu!! flow, are given below. A1l values are
reduced to standard density (15.6° C!. temperature and 760 millimetws mercury pressure),

—-—.—..

T“””1’

--— ,..

d%~%o%r. in~hn%d$’#&r.

,,

Zndicutarcalibration.-The calibration of a Sperry turn indicator with an impressed suc-
tion of 13,8 inches of watar, which ccmwponds k that obtained from the Venturi at 60 miles
per hour air speed, i~_given below. The exhaust valve was wide open during the trek.

~1’!’

I I . I ,.

Calculations show that, the air speed being 60 miles per hour, turns greater than 2,7 miles
radius would not baindicated.

PIONEERTURN AND PITCETNG INDICATOR SYSTEM.

The Pioneer turn and pitching indicator system consists of a turn indicator, a pitching
indicator and a power unit for driving the indicators. It is intended for use on dirigibles and
is designed to function at air speed~ r&ch lower than” is possible with the Venhiri-driven typo
of turn indicatmr.

,,

The turn indicator, shown in the ldt of figure 9, “is the same as the Pioneer turn indicator ,
tkcribtid in detail above.

The pitching indicator, shown in the right of &ure 9 is very similar ta the turn indicator
tixcept that the sensitive element is so mounted in the case as to indicate departures from a
horizontal plane instead of departures from a vertical plane. A downward deviation of the
course ca:uses the luminous part of the disk to show in the lower opening of the dial and vice “
varsa. The instrument is provided with simiIar adju.itments and means for oiling as are found
in the turn indicakm

Two power plank or suction pumps are shown, The earlier type, figure 10, consists of
a kuninated wooden propelk (A) mounted in ball beiirjngs. @annela (H) extend from the tips
of the blade b the propeller axle which is hollow and connects through a port hole, with the
hollow tube (C). T4e tubes (C!), (B), and (D) are Krimged so as to form a rigid mounting for
the propeller; (C) has two connections for flexible tubing, which lead to the indicatcm The

.
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air in the channels (H) is thrown outward b-y centrifug~ force ss the fart rotates, drawing more
air in through the tube (C) and the indicat& -

The pr;pelIer pump is 24 inches in diameter and weighs appro~&nately 4* pounds.

1“! /6

Fm. 6.-ap+iTy mechdsm

FIG.7.—TenturitubeM Sperrytncnindkati.

.—

!?IQ. 8.-~FdUIi tllbiii P&”& hill iidC8t0L

The latertwe. firure 11, oonsists of an electric pump. & 12%olt direot current series-
wound motor in”~ ‘&&imnn ‘case (~) drives a brass f&r-b~ad~ paddle (B) fied to iti shaft.
The paddle (B) forces air out of the &se through the groove (C?). The flow of air is ss fo~ows:
through the indicatcm, flexible tubiq to the connections (E) which are fixed to the brass cap
(D), and past the motor through the four hoks @} into the paddle case, where it is forced out

FIG. !3.-PI0neer turn and pitchfngfncucatcm.

I

.—

.

by centrifugal force as dmoriied above. The skminum cover (G) forms the case of the in-
strument.

The pump stands about 52 inches high and the diameter of its base is 7 inches. The ouffit
weighs about 43 pounds.

-T DATA.

PTOp&W pump.—Preliminary wind tunnel t=ts showed that the design of the propeller
is such that it wcndd rotate at speeds considered unsafe even when the air speed is as low ep
25 or 30 miles per hour. The resulk given below, therefore, axe for low air speeda only.

.-

The suctions in inohes of water and rotational speeds in revolutions per minute are tabu-
lated beIow for various air speeds. l’he air speeda are reduced ta standard conditions. During — ..

.
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.

the tests a turn indicntcrr and R pitching indicatar were connected with their valves adjusted

for maximum air flow. .

l%xli~W@ ,Uw:it:hml
~MwrJpr,~ Irevolution per., minute.

[n3— ““ 6io

1 7“..”.

,. -.

910 ::

i :!
a..55 ,

;:%
t%

F 17.0
10.0
22.7

$g .$1 .1, ,.

\

The suction obtained at an air speed of 19.2 miles per hour was sufficient to operate the
indicators in a satisfactory manner.

The data indicates that at 60 miles per hour ~ir speed the revolutions per minuto of the
. propeller would be about 7,500.

... ... . — . .-.-.,---_. ...—...>- . . —.— _ ___ . ...- .--= .-... ._-—,.-..,, ,- ..,, ..-_ ... .. ..“.,.,,,”.. ... ....”,”_.“,.
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Fm. 10.–Plcneor propelIerpurqr
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MO. Il.—Pioneer ckctric pump.

In a destructive whirliu test the mcmeller broke at a speed of 5,S00 revolutions pcr minute.
Ekctric pump.—The su;tions in &ch& of water at 26”-C. for va”rious voltages a;e tabulatid

below, togeker ;ith the amount of current required. Both turn and pitching indicatim wera
connected and running with their valves adjusted for maximum flow of air.

~. ““”””: ““. ” “ ““-

IL!LL!4 ~ .. .
l?or best performance of the system the impressed voltage should be about 12 volts.

●
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BUREAU OF COXSTRLX!TIOX AND EZFAIE STATIC EU?AD.

Figure 12 shows an experimental head developed by the Bureau of Construction and Repair,
United States ITavy, for use with a differential type turn indicator. Three types of head were
madej a Pitot tube, a static tube, and a closed tube. At about the same time the British Wright
turn indicator which ia based on simiIar piincipks was produced in England and consequently
the work was abandoned.

BRITISH TUBN INDICATORS.

E. A. E. TURN IXDICATOR

The R. A. E. lfark V turn indicator, manufactured by the Royal Aircraft Establishment, is
shown in figures 13 and 14.

T&s instrument & a singIe unit type, deriving its motive power from the air stream acting
directIy on the inclined aides of holes in the gyroscope. This necessitates its being mounted
close to the side of an airphme, a disadvantage
in some types.

The overall Ien@h of the turn indicator is
“ sIightIy over 14 inches and its weight is 3*

pounda. A bracket for mounting is chmped
around the frame and ita weight adds per-
haps another half pound to the complete in-
stallation.

In mounting the indicator care must be
taken to mount it with the tubular p@on of
the case parallel to the transverse ams of the
airpkme. If this is not done pitohing of the
airplane wilI be ahown as a turn on the indicator
althowh with the indicator horizontal and set

FICL1%–BnreanoKC.&R.statick?adkm6x@mentat dlfffrentld
P~ type tur’nfndkator.

.

.-

.——

nearly~thwartships the effect of pitc~ WWbe small. There is usualIyno reason for not setting
the instrument properly and in service no trouble should be experienced from this source.

Ikc&ing forward the gyroscope rotatea counter400kwiae, a turn to the &cht cadg
—

precession which turns the pointer to the right of the zero position. A turn to the left simihdy
moves the pointer to the left of &e zero.

A le-rer, the knob of which appeam at the left of”the dial, is capable of behg set in any one
of 11 different positions, giving 11 dif7erent degreea of sensitivity. k the notch labeled zero the

—
.,—

r;
r+../

a. ,’

. . . . . --...-<. ..>. .

,

FIG. 13.—R.A. E. turnIndk8tc.r.Mmk }-.

sensitivity is a maximum,
while in notch h’o. 10 it is a

.—

minimum. The zero point is
adjustable by turning the bezel

m“.
DESCRIPIXON.

~S ShOWll in f@res 13 and
14 the instprnent consists of a
main frame of cast aluminum
in which most of the meohan-
ism k. housed.

The gyroscope (B) is
mounted on two sets of double

annuiar self-aligti ball beati. These are in tm mounted on a smaU steel shaft (Z) Which

is supported b“ th~ yoke (C?) b; two threaded bronze bushings (D). Set screws (E) hold the
bushings after being adjusted to the proper position. A brass disk or washer (F) is pIaced next
ta the bearings on each side to protect them from the weather.

.&vo rows of 10 holes each are drilled in the web of the rota at au angle of 45° with the plane
of mutation. It is the action of the air stream on the sides of these holes which produc~ motion.

.-—

..—
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——.
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The yoke (C), which is of bronze, is held in position on a steel shaft (G] which runs to the
head of the instrument, by two set screws (EfJ. The yoke is adjustable about the axis of tho
shaft .

This steel shaft is mounted at each end in double amular self-aligning ball bearings. The
bearing at the yoke end is held in a bronze sleeve fitted into the ahminum case. Tho bearing
is held in place by the position of the yoke. The head end of the shaft is mounted in a similar
ball bearing of smaller dimensions, held in position by a bronze plate screwed to the aluminum
housing.

A stud (J) is screwed to the plate and is used to limit the angle of precession, FLSrioted
below.

On the end of the shaft is screwed a brass flanged disk lK) which positions the shaft in
the bearings. This disk gear is held in place by a washer cut to fit the shaft which is flattened
on two sides. The washer is pinned to the disk and a brass nut (L) holds it in place.

A hole in the disk fits over the stud mentioned above. Tho angle of procession is limitcd k
approximately 40° by the sides of the hole striking on the stud

ii=. ::-&.:-:..:: .,-“. IR’5:.

FIG. 14.—R.k E. turn Indlcati. kark V.

(J). The flanged disk (K) has
teeth cut in about &quarter of
its flange, forming a crown sec-
tor, which meshes with R 10-
tooth pinion OHa shaft (hi) car-
rying the pointer (Y).

The shaft (hi), and with it
the pointer, rotates in a bronze
bushing held in place by a set
screw (Nl. A light wire spring
bearing against the shaft txnds
to prevent chattering. The dial

(0) ~ m~wtcd to the bezel
ring (1?)by a small screw (Q) so
that turning the bezel chfmgm
the position of tho zero.

A flat stwJ spring (It), -
shown inside. the head of the
instrument, acts as a central-
izing device and is sIso used to
adi us t tlm sensitivity. The

spring bears against a brass sector (S) bolted h the crown gear. ‘The flange of this ;cctor is
the arc of a circle whose circumference passes through the axis of precesei&rd rotation. As
precession t~kes placoj the line of contact moves cdl centsr and a couple is set up tending to
retard further precession and return the parts to zero position.

To balance the weight of the flange bearing against the spring, about the center of rota-
tion, a brass counterweight (T) is mounted with its center of gravity diameticalIy opposite
that of the flange. This device neutralizes the eflect of acceleration along the longitudinal and
vertical. axes of the airplane.

The spring is supported at each end by a bra& sector (U) sliding circumferentially in a
groove in the aluminum case. A symmetrical cam (V) moved by the lever (W) shown at the
left of the dial spreads the sectors so that the ends of the spring subtend a greater arc, thus
increasing the pressure of the spring against the flante. This action decreases tho sensitivity
by supplying a greater couple to retard precession,

A light aluminum cover (X) protects the mechanism from the weather.
The mechanism of the instrument is such that--when a right turn is made the pointer (Y)

moves to the right and tice versa. During the fist twts it was found that the position of the
pointer changed when the sensitivity W-W changed, lJpon examination We ‘spring which is
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● used to center the pointer was found to have received a permanent set.. This was remedied
after which the position of the pointer was unchanged by varying the sensitivity.

All bearing su.rkes are either bronze or 13KF ball bearings. No jarticuhir means for
lubrication is supplied but all ball bearings are packed with Iight grease or vaseline and other
bearings oikd.

THZBRITISHWRIGHT~ ~tlCATOk

This aero turn indicator origtially known as the Darwin turn indicator, consists of two
static heads mounted symmetrically, one on each wing tip, b SU~ away that they fl~a~ tend
to head into the direction of the relative wind, together with an Ogilvie difkrential pressure
gage mountd in the pilot’s cockpit and connected to the static heads by tubing.

AD adjustable scaIe is provided which should be set to the zero mark during str@ht flight
as soon as possible after Ieawing the ground, as alight changes in the position of the pointer
are Iikely, due to the variation in construction of the static heads and the likelihood &it the
pressures at the two static heada wiU not be equaL The variation in the zero position with a
properly functioning gage is probably 1sss than 10°.

The action of the static head turn indicator depends on the effect of centrifugal force
developed on a turn and the difference in pressure due to change in ihitude of the static heads, .

)’.C” .-

0-’

.:,—.— -.--. —

Ftct.lS.-Bcfti-Wr@t turnb-t~.

as dascribed above. The pressures are transmitted ta the gage in such a way that a turn to
the right cans- the pointer to move to the right of the zero.

The pressure gage is approximately 5~ hch= iu di~eter and ~eig~ about 12 o~ces
whiIe the two static heads with their supports have an overall lengg of nearly 3 feet and weigh
about 3 pounds. To these weights must be added that of the tubing connecting the gage with
the static heads.

DZSOFtIPTIOti.

The dif7erentiaI pressue gage shown h -e 15 is very similar in construction to the gage
used with the OgiIvie air speed indicator. The case consists of a east ahminum back (A), to
which is threaded an aluminum flange (B), @ which is held the adjustable scaIe (C), and the
ahuninum dial (D) protected by a gks face. A small set screw prevents the flange from un-
screwing due to vibration. .A “imbber gasket between the face, a brass ring and the back (A)
makes the case air-tight. Two brass nipples (II) and (F), screwed into the case provide connec-
tions for the Iines from the static heads.

The sensitive ehment consists of am india rubber diaphragm (G), held securely against a
shoulder in the c= by a rubber gasket (~ Ud ~~UM fiaphr~g rtig (J): The - (J)
is in turn held by the cast sIuminum frame (E) which is separated from the ring by a rubber

.
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gasket (L) andapapergidret (M). The frame ishelil firmly inplnco byan aluminum ring ●

(N) which screws into the case (A). Twoholes (Q)aresockets for& spe.cial wrench uscdiI~
turning the ring.

The pressure of the ring (N) is transmitted to the edges of the rubber diaphragm (G) nnd
makes it air-tight. The case in front of the diaphra=m is made air-tight by the tightening of
the flange (B) against the rubber gasket mentioned gbove.

Thus the case is divided into two air-tight chambers separated by the rubber diaphragm
(G). The nipple (E) leads into the chamber behind the diaphragm and is connected to the
static head mounted on the starboard wing tip. (1?) leads through a hole in the rim of frame
(K) into the chamber forward of the diaphraam and is connctct.ed to the port static lwad.

Cemented to the diaphra=m near its center is a small aluminum disk (p) with w small steel
hook attached to it. Over this hook is looped one &d of a silk thread which runs over a gilidc.
roller (~) supported in two brws bushings (R) screwed into the aluminum cross members of

- -. -,---_—.

+.

FIQ. 16.–BIMsI+IWKM ststiohd<

. the frame (K). The other end of the thread k knotted through a hole in the pointer spindle
(S). A small. hatispfig (’l’) resisti rotation of the $pkdIe ~tith edol~gh force to keep tho thread
taut.

Motion of the rubber diaphragm is communicated to the pointer (U) by means of the silk
thread. When the diaphragm moves forward the slack in the thread is taken up by tho tension
of the hairspring.

The pointer spindle (S) is carried in two bearings which consist of a brass bhshing scrmvcd
into the aluminum cross member (V) wfich is part of frame (K), and the brnss plate (W)
screwed to the frame (K).

No lubrication of the instrument is necessary as the bearings have plenty of clearanm, the
hairspring taking care of any possible back lash. Oil would, of course, tend to spoil the rubber
diaphragm.

Two static heads such as are shown in figure 16 are mounted, one on each side of the nir-
plane axis, on an A-shaped bracket which fits on the outboard forward strut of the airplane,
The head itself consists of a three-eighths inch brass tube closed at the forward end with a stre~m
line plug.
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Twenty-four hcdes of one-thirty-second inch diameter are grouped in four rows around
the circumference of the tube. The rows are onequarter inch apart and start 3 inches from
the end of the tube, the air flow herq being parrdIel to the sides of the tube.

The rear of the tube is also plugged and a copper cone with its base aft furnishes-directional
stabiIihy, so that the tube tends to always head into the direction of the relative wind.

The head is hinged at its center of gravity to a square bronze shaft which pivots in the end
of a bronze spindle attached to the bracket supporting tha heads aIlowing thro~mh certain
limits a universal joint action.

Around the square shaft and attached to the head is secured a copper flange om which a
ffexible rubber tube is made fast extending down and around the supporting spindIe to a copper
tube which transmits the static pressure to the gage on the instrument board.. The rubber
tube serves two purposes, providing a flexible connection hokling the pivot in its place and
carry@ the prsnre to the gage.

The brackets hokli~m the static hea’& are of tria~ar form, the copper transmission tube
forming the lower side, a steeI tube the upper, and a brass strip paralIel to the strut making
up the base. Lfetal straps and saddles hold the brackets in place on the struts.

GERMAN TURIN INDICATOR.

DR~LER AIRCRAFT STEFMN G GAGE

The Dre.x3er aircraft steer@ gage is shown ip figures 17 and 18. It consists essentially of .
an electrically driven gyro-
scope connected with the
pointer in such a way that

when a turn is made to the
~aht the precession of the
gyro moves the pointer to the
right of its zero position. Sim-
ilarly, when a turn is made to
the left, the pointer moves to
the left.

h inclinometer, consist-
i%mof a glass tube which con-
tains a steel ball whose motion
is damped by a liquid, is
mounted on the face of the

L

FIG. U’.–DresLr.rsta ga~.

instrument above the scale. The inclinometer is interconnect with the -Scope in such a

—
.

-—-

.-___

.

way that precesion of the gyro may aIso ti.It it.
-. .

* in the USUSItypes of inclinometers, the bdl is in the center of the tube when the plane
is in lateraI equilibrium.

It is the claim of the manufacturer that “many flying machines, according to their cons-
truction, should in turns not be incIined at the actual angle corresponding to the theoretical
deflection of a Liquid or solid pendulum, which, when flying in curves, wilI adjust itself accord-
i%mto the res~t.~fi of the Ccmtrifugtd force and gratity.”

Since, for aII practi@ purpoem, the proper u@e of bank depends onIy on the speed and
radius of the turn, and nob on the weight or type of airplane, the interconnection of the gyro
and inclinometer is a needkss complication.

I?urther information seems to indicate that the titing of the inclinometer with precession
of the gyro w= intended to be used in training students. Thus, if 8 student tended always
to underbank his machine, the incliuomek would be set to indicate a 1ss bank then actually
was beiqg madej influencing the flyer to bank his plane still more. This could readiIy lead to
dangerous positions, and its practice should not be tolerated.

No need or good reason for interconnecthg the gyroscope and inc~nometer can be seen.
However, mounting the inclinometer close to the turn indicator is of great advantage. -

—
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The gyroscope is a three-phase induction motor.. with short-circuited rotor, tho current
being supplied from a strea~ined gener~.tir driven by a windmill in the air stream.

The sensitivity is not adjustable, but the motion of the pointer b damped hydrnulicdly,
as described below.

A light is mounted inside the case and ~erives ib current from the motor circuit.
The indicator itself stands with its bracket abou$.~~ inches high and is of about tfic same

width. Its weight is 84 pounc&, The generator weigh 6* pounds, making tho t.otrd installa-
tion weight with wincldl and conneot~ cable about 15 ~ pounds, ‘ - _. ‘

Springs are provided in the bracket to absorb vibration.
Ifodifications of this turn indicator are mado comb~g in ona unit an altimeter, an air

speed meter, an inclinometer, and the turn indicator. The altimeter is of the usual aneroid.
type. -.

The air speed meter, however, depends for its indicatio~ on the number of revolutions
made by the generator, and consists of a frequency meter of the vibrnting reed type. AS the
air speed ch~~es the rati of rotation of the gmera~or windmill follows, and thus tho frequency
of the current driving the gyroscope changes with the speed of the plm-m. The frequency meter4.-

I?m.lS.-Dr~er stmLngguge.

is calibrated in kilometers. per hour. bnsiderable lag is to be mpectcd in a spmxl indicator
of this type. The frequency obtained in normal flight should be about 300 cyclcs per second
at the normal speed of the plane. M is obtained by udjusting the pitch of tho windmill
blades or changing propellers untfi the rotationfil speed is about 4,500 revohtione per minute.

When the generator is used merely to drive the turn indicator, it may bc mounted either
inside or outside the slip stream, but when used M a sped indicator it should filways l.Mmounted
away from the effect of the slip stream.

DESCIUPTION OF TYPE KB.

The turn indicator mechanism shown in fi~p 18 is inclgsed in a cast aluminum caso (A)
and is mounted in brackets (B), also of cast a~uminm A system of steel springs (C) tinds
to absorb small vibrations of the airplane. Four lugs with bolt holes are provided for securing
the inetrurnent. The armored cable leading to th generator is rigidly fastened by a nut (D)
to the base, from which flexible wires run to the intern~ mechanism.

The cwe is carried on trunnions (F). A projecting fork (G) at the bottom cngagw a rod
which acts as a pivot for the support 1101cQ the trumions, thus preventing rotwtion of tho crew.

11

A pressed aluminum cover is screwed to a flange (11) at t~e rear of the case, whilo tliu front
is closed by the glass held in place by an aluminum ring. The ghws is ptickcd by a tubular
rubber gasket (J), which prevents breakage by vibration.
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The case, with back and front covered, is practically tight against the weather, although
water could enter if the instrument were submerged.

The main element inside the case is the gyroscope (13), which is mounted with its axis
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the plane in a frame (lQ free to turn ordy about an axis
paral.hl to the transverse axis of the airplane. The angle through” which this rotation or pre-
cession can take place is limited to kss than 10° by a steel stop (IJ screwed to the frame.

The gyroscope is the rotor of a three-phase alternating current induction motor revolving
about a stationary field. The rotor is mounted on two annular balI bearings supported by a

fked steel shaft (M) through the hollow end of which pass the leads of the motor circuit. Two .
steel bushings (N), which screw into the aluminum frame (K), hold the shaft in poaiticm. Loc~
nuts prevent the shaft from turning in the bushinga. .

The gyroscope rotor (E) consists of a hea~ steeI rim (G) in which is secured a copper ring
concentric with it and next to the pole faces of the statm-.

Two metal disks, one on each side, are screwed to the rim and ho~d it in place. The outer
ball races are mounted in the disks. AII surfaces are finished ~d polished.

The precession bearingg (Q) consist of std bushings in the gyro frame bearing on hardened
pivots with ball and point ends.

These pivots screw through the oubsx case and are @d in pckition by lock nuts.
The motor Ieads enter through the outer case at (R), pass with a small amount of slack

into a brass tube (~) scrwred to the gyro frame which guides them to the hollow shaft (?d)
mentioned above.

bade from one of ‘the phases of the motor lines run to the primary coik of a smd transformer
(T) mounted in tap of the case. The secandary coik of the tm.nsformer are connected ttiugh
a small lamp btib set in a recess below the gyro, supplying Iight on the scale and inclinometer
tube. The hunp is reached through a small plate (lJ) screwed to the bottom of the case and is -
held in place between two spring contaci%. A semicircular shaped piece of w~te translucent
glass (V’) is mounted directly in front of the hrnp. The turn indicator scale is painted on the
glms, and COnSiStSmerely of three symbols denoting the c@er or

s
ro and the two extremes,

each side being divided into four sections by three round dots.
Precession of the gyro is trarwmi tted to the pointer through tie following mechanism: A

verticaI steeI rod (~ connects the gyro frame to a system of diaphragms (X) which are mounted
in the yoke (B’). A small steel plate screwed to B’ at (L’) has a slot which engagw a hardened
steel pin projecting from the pointer hub @I’). This pin is eccentric .to the pointer bearings
which are of the pivot type. Motion of the yoke (B’) thus causes a rotation of the pointm-
(A’), the whole mechanism being arranged in such a way that a turn to the right moms the
point= h the right.

The diaphragg ~, which are six in number, serve through their spring action as a ten-.
tralizing device for the gyroscope. The system is supported on a brass a@e vrhich is inserted
between the third and fourth celIs and which is fixed to. the back of the cast aluminum plate
(Z). All six diaphragms are apparently filIed with liquid, the three disks on each aide of the
support acting as reservoirs connecte& tagether by a smaIl opening. l’i%en precession takes
place the liquid flows from one reservoir to another giving a damping action similar to that
of a dash pot.

The frame (K) is positioned on the rod (’i?) by two nuts each bearing on the frame through
two springs (X) and hemispherical washers which fit into recesses. ‘il%m @e nuts are prop”
erly adjusted the gyro frame is centered in the stop (L). In one modeI the pointer maybe set
to zero position by lateral adjustment of the precession bearings. b model K B I, the latest
available, the pointer is adjustable from outside the case by a screw which rtis= or lowe~ the .
diaphragm unit.

An arm attached to the pointer is fitted with a vertical slot whose center is on the pivot
axis. A pin which holds the inclinometer bracket arm (C’) in place fits in this slot. When the -
pin is on the pivot axis no tilting of the inclinometer as mentioned above can take place. HOW-
ever, with the pin raised or lowered in the slot the inclimom~ter bracket (D’), which is pivoted
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to the brass slide (E’~ at (F’), is forced to tilt one way or’the other, The up-and-down motion
is produced by turning a screw (G’) from above. The thrust of the screw ia takan by a flange
bearing in a recass in the case. A stud (J’) on the dide which is held in place by two fiat steel
springs (K’) hits the vertical adjustment. up or doivn motion of the slido (II’) chtmgcs tho
position of the pin with raped to the axis of the pointer. The inclinometer (H’) which is
held to the bracket (W) by two stied spring clips is a liquid-filled tube of glass, curved conmvo
upward with a steel ball in it. When the plane k in lateral equilibrium the ball should be in
the center. The action is such that when the pin is above the centw of rotation of tho pointor
the pilot must overbank the airplane to keep the bd” in the ceDter of the tube.

No provision is made for ailing any of the bearin& but oil should be used sparingly on all
contact surfaces nnd the ball hearings should lx. packed in light grease or vaselinc,,

Looking forward at the turn indicator, the gyro” rotates counter-dockwim at a speed of
15,000 “to 20,000 revtilutions per minute.

The instrument should be mounted with the axis of preccission horizontal, as othwwise
pitching of the p~ane will show as a turn.

The wind-driven generator used for driving &e turn indicator is of the three-phaso rotating
field type. The rotor, which is of rugged construction suitable for high speeds, consists of a
cylindrical iron core coaxial with the shaft, surrounded by a single circdar magnetizing coil.
At each end of the cod is a four-armed iron spider. The eight arms of the spider oxtand over
the wfi and intermesh so as to fo~ alternate poles of opposite sign. Surrounding tho rotor is
the laminated stator wound with 12 coils from which run the 3 wirea contained in the fioxible
armored lead to the indicator.

On the same shaft with the rotating fieId structure abovo deacribdd is the win(iing forming
the armature of a direchcurrent generator which axcites the field of the altcrnatur. Tho field
of the direct-aurrent generatm is bipolar and is carried on the same structure as tho altwnmtor
stator.

The shaft also carries the commutator of the exciter and two collector ringa to ttiko the
direct current to the rotating field of the alternator. The current flows in serioa through the
latter and through the fiel&circuit of the exciter.

The generator ia drive= under normal conditions about 4,5oo revolutions por minute by a
wooden fan or windmill whose pitch depends on the speed of the airplane, Generator spocds
and voltagos at various “air speeda are tabulated below for windmills of 300 nnd 400 millimeters
pitch.

TESTDATA.

Generator characteri&cs.-The generator speeds in revolutions per minuta and voltages aro
tabulated for various air speeds. Two propellers wermseci, No. 1 of 300 millimeters and No. 2
of 400 millimeters pitch. The indicator was connected and running during tha td.s. On
account of the rapid rate at which the voltage increased with the increasing air speed no tests
were run at generator speeds over 5,000 revolutions per minute.

1’ IPrOpelIer No. 1. , Pre@ler Ko. 2.
I

_- _.. . ..

I Af.r ckam’rtt4 Ah ch=td ~~bm,

Speed. speed. Veltnge. _ .1
1—l-t—l—f-—”- +1
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h seen, the speed of the generator when driven by propeIler
greater for the same air speeds than when driven by propdler No. 2.

663

No. 1 is about 31 per cent
The tiir speeds correspond-

ing to generator speeds of 5,000 revolutions per r&&t~ are 56 miles per hour “and 73 m& per
hour for propellers Nos. 1 and 2, respectively.

&Wiratwn of turn indicator.—Laboratory tests showed that with a generator speed of
3,880 revolutions. per minute the corresponding tiir speeds being 43.0 miles per hour for propeUer
No. 1 and 56.5 miles per hour for propeller I!To.2, a rate of turn of 0.027 revolutions per minute
gave a sensible deflection of. the pointer. However, a rate of turn of 0.078 revolutions per
minute was required to give a deflection sdeiently great for certainty of observation under
practical conditions.

The necessary rates of turn for various rate deflections are tabulated below. The generator
was driven at a speed of 4,100 revolutions per minute, which corresponds to that obtained at
60 rnhs per hour air speed.

,

I Pwtiwent czmlpl#&ture(3W)
dmection.

Briefly, the air speed being 60 miles per hour, turns greater than 5.9 miles radius are not
indicated, and turns of 0.31, 0.1S, 0.12, and 0.094 miles radius correspond to pointer deflections
of 25, 50, 75, and 100 per mnt fd scale, respectively.

No teds were made on the banking indicator.

FLIGHT TESTS.

Flight tests were made on the Sperry, Pioneer, R, A. E., and Drede.r turn indicatom.
The R. A. E. indicator has an unnecessarily large range of adjustment, that from points

6 to 10, inclusive, being of littIe use, due to the smalI movement of the pointer and the high
oentraliziug force. Points 5 to O,inclusive, give sticimt adjustment for W purposes. The
DrexIer has no sensitivity adjustment, but its damping action is such that its initial setting is
satisfactory for W types of aircraf L

.

It was found desirable to mount the Venturi tube which drives the Sperry and Pioneer in
the slip stream of aircraft of low speed range, whale on faster machines, mounting in the air
stream out of the propeIler blast was satisfactory.

The R. A. E. should be mountd to get free air flow at the rotor, alt.bough the instrument
functions when placed in d~turbed flow behind a strut.

The generator of the Dreder imkrument should be mounted outside of the slip stream par-
ticularly if it is also to be used as a speed indicator.

The Venturi-driven gyroscopm may ako be connected to the intake manifold of the engine ,
close to the intake port. This installation was tried on a Hispano&iza 180 horsepower and
on a ~erty 400-horsepower engine. No interference in the functioning of the engines at
speeds over 600 revolutions per minute was noticeable, slthough the Liberty at idling speeds
of 200-300 revolutions per minute tended to fire irregdsrly in the three cylinders affected.
If this installation is used a valve for closing the tube to the instrument should be provided
for use in starting. -

The degree of sensitivity dasirable seems to depend more on the rnanowverability of the
plane than on its size and weight. It is probable that a turn indi~~tor satisfactory for a SIIMJ1
fast manomvering scout will be satisfactory for all other typus,
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